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page twelve
Advancing to the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament Semifinals for the 16thstraight yeas:. the Racers will face No.
l Austin Peay today in NashviUe.

page ten
The Swing and Latin Dance
Clubs recently went into
motion, giving students the
opportunity to try different
styles of dance.
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Security heightens after reported CJSSault
by Marcl OWen
nl~Ws

t.' <.litnr

St.-curity measure~ in ·rhe residential colleges were heightened earlier
lhis week after a White College residem reported a sexual as~ault Saturdny afternoon.
According to a press release from
the University News Bureau, lhe
alleged assault was reJ><Jned to Public Safety at4: 10 p.m.
The student told authorities that
three white males entered her
unlocked room at approximately
12:30 a.m. Saturday. The three
males rep(lJtedly undressed and fon-

died her, scratching her wrist in the
process. When she resisted and
!'Creamed. lhe three males left the
room.
The Murray State Police are
investigating the incident, but no
arrests have bCen made. The female
reported that two of the males
involved were thin: one was heavy.
She said one of the males had a
beard and another had hazel eyes.
All three were reportedly wearing
baseball caps.
Student Affairs Vice President
Don Robenson said while the
alleged victim was the administration's first concern, officials also

had to quickly address the concerns
of other on-campus residents.
"Obviously, our first concern in a
situation like lhis is finding out what
occurred and making sure lhat the
victim received assistance, counseling and support," Robertson said.
"Then we have to focus on informing the University community, particularly in this ca-;e because lhcre
were no identifiable suspects. so
there were people at large...
Housing interim Director David
Wilson said although u campuswide e-mail wa-; sent to infonn students about the situation. the administration believed additional steps

were needed to provide students
with infonnation about the incident.
Wilson said every residential-college floor held a meeting Sunday
night to address students' concerns
and discuss safety measures being
taken.
"(Resident advisers) talked to the
students about keeping lhe doors
locked, reponing any strangers or
nonresidents that they see roaming
the halls or individuals who are
unescorted," Wilson said. "(They
also suggested that students) be sure
that they check their peephole
before opening the door, not prop
any doors (and) not let anybody in

the building that they don't know."
Wilson said the resident advisers
also discussed additional precautions being taken by the staff.
"We're increasing our rounds lhe (resident advisers) and the security guards," Wilson said. "We are
asking the staff to encourage the students to notify us of any incident or
anylhing that may happen that's suspicious or unusual as soon as possible. We're also asking the staff to
make sure that lhey check students
in and make sure that people who
come in are being escorted."
Although the University has
increaSed security. Robertson said

ect

students do have to work with the
administration in order for the residential colleges to remain secure.
"With all of lhese procedures, a
Mudent can still prop a door open so
someone can get in," Robertson
said. "You want to have strong security, but you can't make it like a
prison. StudenLc; have to do their
part."

.

The lloor meetings also produced
infonnation that could be helpful to
the investigation, Wilson said.
"We received infonnation from
lhose floor meetings that we've fun-

see ASSAULT / 16

Photos by Ryan Brooks!Thf! News

(Above) Murray State students met in Frankfort with Kentucky Reps. Rasche, Geveden and Cherry last Thursday to
express growing concerns about the effects of budget cuts on post-secondary education. (Above left) Rabe a nd University Affairs Chair Brett Keohan set up a meeting to discuss budget issues with Rep. Buckingham outside chambers.

Students protest budget cuts at Capitol
by Kyser Lough
colll:gl..!

life editor

Murray State students arc making their voil'es heard .
On Feb. 27, approximately 20
Munay State traveled to Frankfort for the budget prote!>t rally.
Murray State students joined
student representatives from
other Kentucky universities in the
rotund:~ at the Capitol. Bufore the
rally began. protesters held up
signs and chanted phra~cs such as
•·save our schools''"lind "No mvre
cuts." On the second floor. elementary-school students from

Fort Knox observed and cheered
along with the college students.
At 11:30 a.m .• Jason Railey,
Morehead State University student-body president and chair of
the Board of Student Body Presi·
dents, approached the podium
and spoke to the crowd. Railey
encouraged legislators to take the
time to listen to what the students
had to say.
"Thi~ (rally) is not a conclusion," Railey said . "It is a springboard of what is to come. We
may not always be heard, but we
v.ill never go away!''
The rally also included speech-

es by other student-body presidents, Rep. Jon Drautl and Majority Caucus Chainnan Jim Callahan. Draud and Callahan both
encouraged students to continue
pushing the issue and not give up.
"No matter what happens, keep
the faith and keep working to
keep education affordable in the
state," Draud said.
Near the end of the rally. a resolution passed by the Board of
Student Body Presidents was
introduced and read, then signed
by all the prc!>idents. At the end,
Railey thanked everyone for
coming ond encouraged them to

speak to their representatives.
" I was proud to be representing
Murray State at the raiJy because
we drove the farthest and represented one of the smallest schools
there, yet we were the ones lead·
ing the way," Chelsee Thompson.
freshman from Murray, said. "II
made me proud of our school."
After the rally, students met
with Hou~c representatives from
around the area, including
Charles Geveden. Mike Cherry.
Frank Rasche and J.R. Gray.
Grny told students he had put two

see CAUSE I 16

State legislators respond ,
to education concerns
by Marci Owen
news t.><litor

Although many students who
attended last week's budget rally
may be concerned their efforts had
no effect on state legislators, state
Sen. Bob Jackson provided assurance that the students' endeavors
were not in vain.
Jackson, who is a member of the
conference committee currently trying to compromise the budgets
passed by the Senate and House of
Representatives, said the large num-

ber of students who participated in
the rally encouraged state legislators.
"It's encouraging to see that many
students care enough to come up
here and show their support for their
home institutions." he said. "We're
working very hard to protect education in these tough budgetary times."
Jackson said it is difficult to say
what kind of cuts higher-education
institutions can expect 10 sec percentage-wise.
The Senate's proposed budget

see EFFECT / 16

Murray State students organize anti-war rally
by Loree Stark
cdaor in ch ief

Maryalkc Bighin:Jtti has experienced the cftects of war firsthand.
Stationed at a ... mall emergency
room in Sicily, Italy. Bighinaui.
senior from Clarksville, Tenn.,
served as u hospital corpsman for the
U.S. Navy during the Gulf War at a
base that was the last stop to and
from Bahrain.
"When you hold lhc hand of someone dying or an illness that they got
because they were sent "Omewhere
by their govcmment, and they aren't
even 2 1, and they keep nsking you if
they arc going to die ... it makes )OU
angry," Highinatti said. "All you see

is a boy who is someonc's child.''
Bighinatti said she has two sons.
l8 and 16 years old, who want to
enter the military after college,
despite the wishes of her and her hu~·
band, who served in the U.S.
Mannes. lhe U.S. National Guard
and the U.S. Army.
'
Bighinatti said it was her military
experience, as well as fear for her
children, lhat led her to organi1.e a
peace rally in front of the Curris Center on Weunesday. The rally. scheduled from II :30 a.m. to I :30 p.m.,
will feature silt spcali.urs.
"My greatest concern is that people who are looked at as against the
war are con~idcred anti-soldier or
anti-Americun,'' Bighinatti said.

During the Gulf War, Bighinatti Storm.
"I got to read every memo, every
said she helped several college-age
men who almost died frolll alcohol comment. everything that happened
poisoning.
while they were over there,'' Bighi''I think there is something inher- natti said.
ently wrong with a countr) that will
Bighinaui ~id she feels that if war
send a young man or woman off t6 occurs. it will not be the same situawar to experience the horrors of war tion as the Gulf War.
"This will not be three days,"
and will not even legally let them
enjoy a glass of wine with dinner at Bighinaui said. "It will be ugly. It
home,"' Bsghinatti said. "You think, will be very ugly. I don't think
why arc they here? For college America is ready for this."
money'] Few really w<.~nl to be sol- · Vice President of Studem Affairs
dier!.. Some do."
Don Robertson said lhe largest rally
Last summer. Bighinatti interned he remembers at the Univcr:;ity was
at the Pmu Museum in Fon Camp- the Unity D<ty rally after Sept. I I.
bell; ~he archived all the documems 2001. Rc said the University is comthat the JOist Division brought back milled to making sure ~tudents who
from Dc~crt Shield and De~erl want to have ralhcs can do :-.o without

t

J

disruption.
"On a college campus, you should
have these lhings where divergent
views can be expressed," Robertson
said.
Bighinatti placed fliers with details
about the rally on campus Wednesday and said that by Thursday they
were already gone.
"If somebody doesn't like what
ynu put up, 1 guess they're just walking around tearing them down,"
Bighinatti said.
Rally speakers include Kevin Binfield, associ~te professor of English
and philo!>ophy; Therese St. Paul,
associate professor of modern languages: Bill Schell. associate professor of history; Rev. Ray Goetz of St.

Leo's Catholic Church: Roman
Shapla. senior from Murray: and
Bighinatti.
Bighinalli said she will show the
film "Gulf Wnr: Fact or Fiction" and
play protest music from past generations during the f'dlly. Poster-making
materials will be available. as well as
·duct tape for arm bands, and candles
will he provided to recognize the soldiers sent from Fon Campbell to lhe
Middle East. Donations will be
accepted for Doctors Without Borders. a humanitarian organization
composed of doctors who offer free
medical care to foreign communities
devastated by war and famine.
Said Bighinatti: "I think if you feel
like I do. you have an obligation to

t
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news editor: Man:i Owc:n
assistant nt."WS editor. Seth Combs
phone: 762-'1468

catnpus l)riefly

4:06 a.m. There was a reque.-;t to fuel
Murray State vehicles at the motor
pool.
2:10 p.m. A caller reported a theft of
sewing machines, fabric and dye at
Ordway Hall. A report was taken.
2;43 p.m . A caller reported vehicles
were parked in a bus loading area.
11:51 p.m. A caller reported the
sound of breaking glass near ·Hart
College.

Engineering society sponsoring
book collection for military

Friday, Feb. 28

Adam Cecil/The New)

Ben Feltes, senior from louisville, plays catch with some friends betw een
Faculty Hall and the TRIO Programs bui lding on Mond ay aftern oon.
Users on either the campus network
or ResNet will be unable to bro•vse the
Web, check e-mail or use campus network resources such as Blackboard and
Racernct during that time.

The workshop will be held from 6 to 9
p.m. March 13 in the Curris Center Ohio
Hoom.
For more information, phone 762-4159.

Metropolitan Community Church
holding Bible study on Sundays

University requiring freshmen
Taco Bell to sponsor rebate night to meet with academic advisers
M'urray State has advised all freshmen
for American Cancer Society

The Metropolitan Community Church
of Paducah is holding Bible studies on
the third floor of the Curris Center
every Sunday from 6 to 7 p.m. Rev. Lillian Ferguson will lead the studies.
For more information, phone Sarah
Guffey nt 762-0087.

Taco Bell will spon~or a rebJte night
for the Aml·rican Cancer Socil'ty's Relay
for Life from -1 p.m. until closing March
7.
Taco Bell will donate 10 percent of the
sales to Richmond College's Relay for
Life Team.

The Campus Connection Volunteer
Service, a division of American Humanic~, needs volunteers for Necdline, the
Women's Center and Senior Citizen's
Center.
Fur more information, phone Tim
Unfried at 762-3808 or Paul johnson at
762-6117.

Campus Internet services
to shut down for maintenance
Information Systems will be performing maintenance and upgrades to the
University network and firewall beginning f\tarc:h 19 until8 a.m . •\1arch 21.

})eat

Thursday, Feb. 27

The department of accounting and
Beta Alpha P!'i are sponsoring a volunteer'income-tax assistance program from
noon until 4 p.m. every Friday through
April 11, except March 14 and 21. The
program is free for moderate-income
taxpayers, senior citizens and Murray
State students and employees.
Anyone intt~rested should bring 2002
W-2s, 1099s, social-security cards <md a
completed 2001 tax return, if possible.
For more information, phone 762-4193.

American Humanics seeking
volunteers for community service

march 7, 2003

•police

Accounting department holding
tax-assistance program

The Murray State Environmental Engineer1ng Technology Society, in cooperation with the Calloway County Library,
is collecting books for Fort Campbell soldiers and airmen deployed overseas.
Any book, new or used, can be donat·
cd.
ColJection sites will be set up in the
lobby of the Industry and Technology
Center and in the Curris Center from
March 24-28.
For
more
information,
e-mail
michael.matthews@murraystate.edu.

the murray state news

Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
holding biweekly meetings
The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship will hold its biweekly meeting at 11
a.m. Sunday in the Curris Center Ten·
nessec Room.
For more information, phone 7626232.

Murray State to host workshop
for nontraditional students
Murray State will host a free:workshop
providing information for <tdults and
nontraditional students intere::.ted in
enrolling in college and earning a
degree.

to see their advisers prior to pre-s~hedul·
ing for the fall 2003 semester.
All freshmen have been placed on an
advising hold to prewnt them from pre·
scheduling until they have met with an
adviser. Holds will be lifted once :;tu·
dents have met with their advisers.

Soaking Wet Comedy Jam comes
to Lovett Auditorium on Saturday
Rrattler Entertainment in conjunction
with Phi .Beta Sigma fraternity will pre·
sent the So,1king Wet Comedy Jam at
7:30 p.m. Saturday in Lovett Auditorium.
Tlw event will f<'ature Wil Sylvince and
B-Phalt, who have been seen on "BET
Comic View" and "DEF Comedy Jam."
Admission is $10 in advance and $13 at
the door. For more information, e-mail
rrattler@yahoo.com.
~f you would like to submit a brief to be publi:;IIed i11 Campus Hritjly, contact Seth
Cowbs, t1Ssistant 11L''WS e&iitor, by plw11e at
762-4468 or fax at 762-3175.

11:09 a.m. A caller requested an officer meet with Housing staff to discuss a missing student. The student
was located .
12:46 p.m. A call box near the rodeo
ring was reportedly making ghost
calls. No report was taken.
4:47 p .m. A subject advised that her
mother was in Nashville with the
key to her College Courts apart·
ment.
11:32 p.m. Officers were advised to
be on the lookout for a·ma"le subject
who evaded police in Union City.

a room on the fifth floor of Hester
College.
11:52 p .m. A caller in Hart College
reported the smell of marijuana on
the second floor.

Monday, March 3
12:09 a.m. There was a distress call
from a Hester College elevator. The
subject said she accidentally hit the
alert button.
7:47a.m. An officer secured a partially op<-n vehicle door in the Regents
College parking lot.
9:48 a.m. Officers were advised that
books were stolen from a subject at
the Doyle Fine Arts Center. A report
was taken.

Tuesday, March 4

9:15a.m. A Kentucky driver's license
was turned in to the parking office.
2:17 p.m. A deer was reported running loose on campus near Richmond College.
4:31p.m . A residence director reported the thermostat in Franklin College
had sparked and was not working.
·8:51 p.m. A subject fell near the back
of the home-team bench at the
Saturday, March 1
10:44 a.m. A caller advised that a calf Regional Special Events Center.
from the Expo Center was in her Emergency Medical Services was
contacted.
back yard.
2:36 p.m . A caller reported there
were children on top of Ordway Wednesday, March 5
Hall.
2:54 a.m. A caller reported there '
3:42 p.m. A caller reported middle- were subjects banging on the trash
school-age children throwing snow- receptacles outside Richmond Colballs at people near Elizabeth Col- lege. An officer spoke with the indilege.
viduals, and a warning was given.
11:24 p .m. An indivjdual reported a 12:35 p.m. A theft at the elevator
possibly intoxicated subject ncar the shop was reported.
Carr Health building.
2:31 p.m. A caller reported a twovehicle accident at Elizabeth College.
1he
caller reported that one driver
Sunday, March 2
was trying to leave the scene, but
8:30 a.m . A caller advised that a
spigot had broken and was flooding both vehicles did rem(lin at the scene
until an officer arrived. A report was
a bathroom at the Expo Center.
10:29 a .m. A caller advised that a calf taken.
escaped from the fen<:ed area at the
Expo Center.
12:54 p.m. An officer J"eported a
vehicle had bet-n parked in a Univer·
sity lot for an extended period of
time.
7:52 p.m. A resident adviser reported an unattended candle burning in

Motorist Assists - 11
Racer Escorts - 18

Police Beat is compiled by Seth Combs,
assistant 11ews editor, from materials
providt•d by Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not listed.
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ranklin College rooms

Mice infiltrate
by Vanessa Childers
contributing writer
Franklin College residents are on
the hunt - the mou'c hunt.
During the past month some
Franklin residents have been standing on chairs and breaking out the
brooms as mice invndc their rooms.
"My roommate and J iitarted having problems (\\ ith mice) about
three wceJ..s ago... Jon Burris. fresh ·
man from Paducah, !iaid.
Although students have found
mice in their rooms :.ince early
February. David Wilson. interim

3
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Housing director, said the Housing
Office only received notice on
Tuesday concerning the most
recent mice infestation.
Wilson said a couple of mice
incidents were reported to the
Hnusing Office in February. but
there was no indication of the problem's severity.
One Franklin resident, who
wished to remain anonymous. said
that she had already killed nine
mice in her room.
Wil:;on said Housing can only
provide traps: any work above that
is directed to Facilities Manage-

ment.
Michael Keel, senior health environmentalist for the Calloway
County Center for Public Health.
said students should be cautious of
the hcahh concern posed by the
mice.
........
"Any rodent cun carry
some type of ailment,'' ·::-. ·~~
Keel said .
Keel said one mou-;e •.·;·. ·::-.
should not cause major
problems, bUl the more .·;. ·•·
mice there arc, the
more concerned stu- ·"::•
dents and administrn-

·-·
.•.

tors should be.
Wayne Harper. associate director
of Bui lding Services and Grounds
Maintenance, said the mice are
mostly on the third and
.,
;~
fourth floors of
f•
f
Frank l in
1
.,

..

...

')

Co l lege.
~1
.,
'·
However,
'-'
some mice were
reported on the lower levels as
well.
"I woke up one morning. and the
(mouse) was just sitting there on
the floor. " .Burris said. "So, I went

down to get traps from the front
desk. and over two-and-one- half
weeks we caught two
(mice)."
Harper said FacilItieS Management is
looking into Jhe problem
and hopes to fi nd where the
mice entered the building and
where the mice are living once
inside.
"I've heard some people say that
they think (the mice) are living in
the heaters," Burris said.
Keel said residents should be
especially careful with their food,

and studen ts should be aware of
their room's cleanliness.
"Someone must be really sloppy
with their food or something (to
attract the mice) ... but it sounds
like it is an isolated problem," Keel
said.
Keel said keeping food in plastic
container:. is one way to keep mice
out of food . He ulso said taking out
garbage more often could help control mice.
Harper said students with mice in
their rooms should report the problem to their respective resident
advisers.
'

Students assemble for National Protest Day
by Adam L Mathls
wir~

editor

Making her \\3)' acro:.s campus,
Jane Etheridge had her attention
caught by a group of studems hold·
ing signs reading "Bombs are
Dum.b" and "Peace is Still Pos~i 
ble" on the steps of Lovett Auditorium.
Stopping to read, Etheridge. a
counselor with the counseling and
testinv department, pruised the students for excn:ising their right to
protest the possible war with Ira~:~ .
''I love it, l love it." Etheridge
said. "I am so proud of you."
Amber Cash, freshman from
Greenville, said the protest was u
last-minute idea after she found out
lhat Wednesday \\ns Notional Stu·
dent Protest Day.
"(We) figured we arc down with

skapping class to protest," Cash
said.
Between eight and lO students
gathered at different times through·
out the day and marched across
campus. The march route went
from Lovett Auditorium to the Curris Center. over to Pogue Library,
out in front 1>f Oakhurst, over to the
residential-college circle ::md ended
in front of the Doyle Fine Arts Cen·
ter.
Between chants of "Silence is
approval" ami "No blood for oil,"
protesters discussed their views on
a po..;sible war with Iraq and on the
United States government.
Annie Cautrell. senior from Murray, said a war will not benefit the
Iraqi people.
"I don't think by going in and
creating war and destruction in the
nation that they will be any further

along than they are now," Cautrell
said.
Courtney Tomes, senior from
Livennore, 'aid President George
W. Bush's power to wage W'..rr is
unfair and undemocratic.
'T d rather have· a president who
likes blow jobs rather than bombs."
Tomes said.
Several protesters noted what
they said was foolishness in allowing Bush fl) engage in military
build-up without impeachment
when former President Bill Clinton
wa.., impeached for sexual behavior.
''Where's Bush's
Kenneth
Starr'?" ao;ked K) le Shadoan, senior
from London. Ky.
Cash said Bush's actions were
contemptible to the point of being
terroristic.
" I don' t fee l like President Bush
is much different than Osama bin

Laden at this point," Cash said.
During the course of their march,
the protesters received various
responses from passersby. When
walking by North 16th Street, pro·
testers waved a sign reading "Honk
4 Peace," which earned several
honks from passing cars.
However, chants of "War is not
the answer" were not always wellreceived.
One passing student remarked,
"Sometimes it is."
But the negative comments did
not stop the march. which came to a
close after two hours at 4 p.m. in
front of the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The marchers dispersed with
fri endly reminders to attend the
next anti-war rally on March 12.
Said Shadoan: "I think I care
more about this country than those
that say we're anti-American."
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Ryan Brooks/Jhe News

Annie Cautrell, senior from Mu rray, holds a sign reading "Justice
not Vengeance" at Wednesday's anti-war protest in the Quad.
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·students must remain alert
Our View
ISSUE:

AJlcgalions of
sexual assault
have many scruti-

What do you think about
security in the residential
colleges?

nizing security in

residential colleges. The adminismuion provided
linlc information
about the incident.

"After the event, I
think more parents

will want

their kids to live
off campus where

POSITIO N:

they know they
would be safe."

Students need to
adhere to ne\V
safety regulations.

Robyn Ragsdale
senior, Murray

however inconvenient. The admin-

istration must be
more forthcoming
with information
students need .

"1 think security

is a topic taken
roo lightly. The
recent situation
makes us realize
how important it
is."

..

Joshua Sharp
senior. Gilbertsville

"Before last Friday,

we didn't

lock our dorm
rooms. Now we

Last weekend a sexual a~sau l t was reported in White College. bringing re~idential
college security into question.
Thi:-; issue has been raised in the past, and
certain security measu res were taken , b ut
obviously they are not foolproof.
We urge st uden t ~ to be extra vigi Iant at
this time. The administration can on ly do so
much to protect us. We must practice basic
rules of safety. Travel in groups, especially
at night. Lock your doors. Be aware of your
surroundings and the people aroun d you.
Some precautions may seem inconvenient,
but convenience can come at a heavy price.
The administration also may be implementing new security procedures. We hope
students recognize that althou-gh incon venient, these measures a re taken with s tudent
safety being rt top priority. P lease foJiow a ll
the new safety regulations in residential colleges: they cannot work unless students are
willing to adhere to them.
Thi~ recent incident although brought to
light another problem. The adminbtration
sen t a mass e-mail to students concernin g
the inciden t. but it offered no concrete information. As a result. rumors circulated. Some
students were concerned for their S<lfcty. and
the administration could have done a better
job of informing students of the necessary
facts. We are not suggesting a fu ll report be
given. but simply a thorough description of
what students need to know.
Students want to know specific information. Was this event random, or was the act
targeted? Could it h ave taken place in any
one of the residential colleges? Is anyone
else at risk? All these questions went unan swered.
Now is not the t ime to cast b lame. We only
suggest stu dents be more a lert and practice
basic safety precautions we sometimes take
for granted.
To the administration. we applaud efforts
to inform students and understand vou can not release all the in formation you·possess.
However, a lack of information leads to
speculation, which can be just as dan gerou~.
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The .HajJ editorial is the majority opinion
of tlu· ('tlitorial board of "The Murray
State Nt'Ws. " The editorial board is composed of all section editors.

Tuula llyttlnen
juniOr, Finland

Anti-war not rieC€Ssarily anti-American

"I live in Hart,
and I think the
security isn't too
bad. I think the

This week I saw something very interesting
on notional television. I saw a peace rnlly and
a demonstration against the war on Iraq, and
then a student was shown saying, "You
knmv I These idiots should appreciate their
freedom. They should not take thctr freedom
for granted. The reason they could sit there
and talk about their government is because
soldiers fought for it and gave them their
freedom."
1 was very impressed at how many words
he put together without making any sem;e.
My answer Ill thi~ person is. "So'! Your point
is'?"
It's very good and dandy if someone is for
the war with Iraq or even against it, but
please do not be like this c;tudent nnd talk
about two completely unrelated arguments.
This is not the first time I've heard a pro·war
protester use this line, and I feel that it needs
to he answered.
Although for some the relationship
between Suudam and American freedom is

overalJ security
on campus is better than at other

colleges."
Ashley Major
freshman, Fulton
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Fire victims thank community
for generosity and support
To the Editor:

We want to expres~ our ~inccre:.t gratiIUde to the University community for
your support nnd generosity foiiO\'ving
the loss of our home becnusc of fire on
Feb. 13.
It ha., indeed been a humbling c,, pcricnce. not only the loss. but tlisco\'ering
there arc so many canng and giving individuals und groups who reach out in
limes of need. We cannnt begin 10
express hm\ much it has meant to us.
Thank you for your kindne!is and wnsideration.

"The Murray State News" stnves to be the
University community's source lor mformahon.
Our goal is to present that information m
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vtde a free and open forum tor expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learntng envtronment for those students
interested in journalism or other fields relet·
ing to the production of a newspaper
The campus press should be free from
censorshtp and advance approval of copy,
and, its edttors should be tree to develop
thel r own editorial and news policies.
kThe Murray State News· Is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publicalion of Murray State Umvers1ty. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• is free .
Addttlonal copies are avatlable for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall .

..

burning the American tlag, and people will
respect your opinion and you for showing it.
Sure, they might hate your guts. but they dare
not do anything more because that is what
freedom is all about.
Now. what soldiers is this man talking
about? When the British were kicked out or
the Civil War? I'm not a history whiz, so
please forgive me if J sound naive, but what
about the civil-rights movement'? Wasn't that
about the same rights and freedoms you're
talking about? Didn't all that stuff take place
roughly 30.years ago'! You see, these freedoms also a re a new thing to many people in
this country. so don't talk about it like it's
something that existed for centuries.

~our <> 101CH1
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obvious. let me explain it to the maJonty.
Basically, what th is speaker was saying is
that this country enjoys its freedoms because
it doe!. n't have people like Snddam in it. He's
:;aying that we should fight this war because
if we don't, then Saddam might threaten this
country nml someday take away our freedoms. He's also saying that anyone who is
against the war does not appreciate his/her
freedom . It coulu be that I'm reading too
much into this nwn's words, but generally
speaking. these are the arguments presented
in pro-war opinions.
Let me tell you one thing, which 1 believe
is more important than any point I'm about to
make. Appreciating freedom comes through
using it to its fu llc::.t. 1\.merica isn't the lund
of the free because you can say whatever you
want and get away with it. America is the
land of the free hcl.'ause you can hate it and
still be American. It is the land of the free
because. you can st<tnd in the street in full
view of every patriotic eye in the world while

Dalene and Gary Crum
Murray

Student groups simply excuses
for socializing, congregating
To the Editor:

I lind it very imeresting that the people
who chose to respond to Joe Bill
Schirtzinger's Feb. 21 commentary about
school clubs utTered such a poor showing. Bcsitlcs proving hrs point that
minorities atrral'l negative attention and
martyn.lom, the assassination of Martin

•

As the Alliance shows "tolerance" to
people. Barber proves with her cormnents
that stereotyping clearly lives on at Murray State.
I personally attend college to further
my educational goals. not because I need
a peer support group to help me raise my
self-esteem. Perhaps students .should
have a minimum GP A requirement or
take a -.cventh-grade English test before
they are allowed to ~pend so much time
on extracurricular activities in nonacademic clubs.

Luther King Jr. being a prime example,
the opponents of Schirttinger's position
offer vugue. feel-good nonexamples
<\bout clubs "making the world a better
place" and ··empowering" students.
Not unlike a student sorority or fraternity. clubs for variou~ groups, such as a
club .tbout homosexual is:.ues, are mainly
excuses to sociali1e with like-minded
people. One could only speculate. without having attended a meeting, that a club
for homosexual students might have
meetings about homosexual -;tudcnts. and
hllW much it pains them tube a minority.
and what they ought to d(l to gel others to
tolerate their lifestyle. This type of club
likely has a political agenda in the same
way a party-aligned club \\:ould.
Fe\\ people would argue against homosexual people feeling marginalized in
soc1ety; ho"' e\'er, why should a statefunded acndemic instituttun fund a club
for people to di~cu:.s the woes of being
marginalized'!
The compelling argument-; offered in
response to Schirllinger are atl hominem
auacks. claiming that Schirt1inger is
some combination of an ignorant and
intolerant person. Yet, the people claiming these things .;eem to personify ignorance and intolerance.
Mrchelle Barber claims that Joe Bill is
both ''white and straight,'' \\hich is most
likely an assumption on her part. She
then insinuate~ that straight. \\hite males
are incnpable of being knowledgeable
about minorities .
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Mindy Hutchison
junior
Univer,ity ofTexas at Arlington

Alliance seeks equal rights;
welcomes, supports everyone

dency to upset me for many reasons.
The Alliance is only trying to seek
equal rights for all individuals, and
Alliance welcomes all types of individuals to the club. So when Joe Bill
Schirtzinger makes comments regarding
acceptance, he needs to make sure he gets
his facts straight.
Furthermore. many of the departmental
clubs only accept students who are
majors in that department - therefore it
would seem that Alliance is one of the
most diverse organizations on campus.
As far as the "martyr syndmme." 11 is
not about becoming a martyr. It is about
standing up for what you believe.
Unfortunately. Mr. Schirt1inger is too
immature to understand that simple concept. It ~eems Mr. Schirt1inger was trying
to impress readers with his psychological
prowess; however, he proved the ..sophomore syndrome" does indeed exi.:;t.

To the Editor:
This is in response to the recent commentary, "Groups luck purpose" by Joe
Bill Schirtzinger.
I would like to start off by saying that
comparing a group of individuals to an
inanimate objt:ct (a bar) is like comparing
npplcs to orange.; - neither makes sense
I urn a member of Alliance. and we are
not JUSt inanimate objects We are individuals who dcscne equal rights ju~t like
everyone else.
When someone.: makes comments comparing our club to a bar, this has a ten-
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Renee Metcalf
sophomore
Trigg County

Write to us
"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. letters
should be 300 words or fewer and mu:;t be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classifteation, title or relationship to the University.
"The Murray Stare News" reserves the
right to edit for style, length and content.
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Housing ••• help or hindrance?
Springer resident steaming over lack of hot water
To my fellow students at this
institution of higher learning, I
have held by breath long enough.
Somebody has pissed me off agatn,
and this time my beef is with Housing
Let me lay it out for you . I don't
know how you all feel about the
efficiency of their services, but I'd
just as soon gnaw off my own arm
and beat myself with it than deal
with them. I think everyone over
there is in great need of Xanax or
maybe just people skills. (This does
not refer to the maintenance crew, I
love you guys.) Allow me to shed a
little light on the subject.
It all started with my shower. 1
feel that every red-blooded Ameri• can, especially one who's paying
tuition, has not only the pnvilege,
but the right, to a hot shower. Can I
get an Amen? Apparently. I'm not.
It all began just before Christmas
when the water in my bathroom
was just not warming up. I found
out that it wasn't just me, but also
those who lived around me, so I
was OK with that. However, what I
wasn't OK with was that everyone
else's shower finally got fixed ...
except mine.
So, of course 1 put in one of those
good ol' work orders. Take note,
this was the first ttme. The next
day, it was obvious they had been
there because there were muddy

boot prints in my shower, and my
roommate only wears her boots in
the shower on Tuesdays. so it had
to be them. I know
they've done this to you
too. For some reason,
they can tum on the knob
and fix it, but they can't
tum it before they leave
to rinse it out. So if they
came that day, why is it
that 1 had to take a cold
shower that very night?
That was the first time.
l put in another work
order, and they came
again. This time I walked
in on them as they were
in the process of repairing the shower, and one
of the men explained to
me what happened. ..1
had a heetin' col' out and
got a neew knob," he
said. I smiled pleasantly
and was gleeful at the
anticipation of a warm
shower.
So tell me why it is
that after a month and a
half I am still standing in
the comer of the shower
washing myself one arm
at a time? I feel like a
schizophrenic
who's
allergic to water. I feel
like a damn moron. I've

had enough.
So the other night. 1 faced down
my shower and said, ''I'm not going

to do this anymore." I packed up
my shower gel, cap and bath puff
and headed down the hall to my
cousin's room. Kids, let me
tell ya. I stepped in her
shower and felt as though I
was bathing under Old
Faithful. It was orgasmic.
This is what I had been
missing out on, and it was
not fair. I'll call them
again. Hopefully the third
time's a charm .
But hold up. My story
doesn't end there. I got
plenty more bones to pick.
Next, my sink. Once again,
no hot water. How am I
supposed to effectively kill
the bacteria on my hands
and dishes without the . hot
H20? So what did I do? I
put in ye ol' work order. I
should have just gotten out
a wrench myself. I might
have saved myself the
canker sores.
This time, much to my
surprise, I did get hot
water. But they put the
knobs on backwards. Now,
what the hell is that? I can't
do it. It's a whole new way
of thinking, and honestly, I
don't have the time.
Last. and certainly not
least - the hallway. For

those of you who don't live in
Springer, we have added a nice new
attraction to our dorm - Lake
Springer. Yes, for the last two
weeks, there has been a huge marsh
in the m1ddle of the hallway. It is
the result of a leaking shower.
Allow me to paint you a picture.
It is a disgusting wet spot, about 4feet wide and 5 -feet long. It squishes as you walk through it and has a
wonderful white and yellow outer
crust - I mean sandy beach Oh, I
mustn't hasten to forget the lovely
odor emitting from this puddle of
loveliness. It can only be de:;cribed
as Eau De Wet Dog. Elizabeth Taylor herself couldn't have bottled a
better fragrance .
So what was Housing':; solution?
Let's blow floor fans over the puddle 24 hours a day so that it doesn't
spread the funk. but it creates a
wind tunnel fit for pilots as you
walk down the hall .
I'll tell you what. I am not paying
rent to have cold \Vater, u temperamental faucet and a man-made lake
in the middle of my hallway. The
retarded knobs I can ueal with.

In My
Opinion

Jessica
Brown
" For those of
you who
don't live in
Springer, we
have added a
nice new
attraction to
our dorm-

Lake
Springer."
Jessica Brown is an illu.\trator for
"The Murray State News. ..

Boxing aficionado defends Tyson
In My
Opinion

Kyle
Thompson

''Tyson can do
J whatever he
wants because
he enjoys doing
it and knows he
can annoy
reporters."

First of all. I' II begin on a ing this is to defend my man
positive note. I am so proud ''Iron" Mike Tyson. Listen, not
that someone besides myself to brag here. but there isn't a
has finally given Wilt Cham- bigger boxing expert (or fan) in
berlain his due. Nick Batts of this town than yours truly.
"The Murray State News" did Here is all you need to know:
so in a recent sports commen1. Tyson is nearly 37 years
tary.
old. and clearly not what he
I have :.aid for years that you was in the late '80s, but the
cannot pull out a single NBA man can punch. And in today's
player and say ''Ah. he's the world of mediocre heavythe greatest of all time." I think weights. that's all 37-year-old
the only way to go is to name Tyson needs to take out guys
an "all-time team" with only anywhere from five to I 0 years
five players on it.
younger than he is.
I've also said that my five
2. You think 16,000 people
were Oscar Robertson {move would go watch champion
him from shooting guard to Lennox Lewis fight, say, Chris
point guard), Michael Jordan at Byrd? The answer is simply
~hooting guard, Karl Malone at
NO. People who saw Tyson in
the small forward. bring Bill his prime fell in love with him,
Russell to power and put my and they still love him no matman Wilt at (.'enter. How great ter if he gets into trouble.
would that be'l Anyway, J'm
3. Tyson can do whatever he
not a Kobe fan either, but the wants because he enjoys doing
man is on one hot streak. Forty it and knows he can annoy
points nearly every night? Not reporters. I'm not defending
quite. but surely he is rhc best the man's intelligence. Lord
out there these days.
knows he isn't the sharpest
I guess the reason I'm writ- knife in the drawer, but despite

his ignorance, he is still a mil- of Buster Douglas, but that was
lion times more entertaining 13 years ago. "Commander
outside the ring than Lewis, Vander" TKO'd rum in 1996,
Holyfield, Byrd and especially so that doesn't qualify as
guys like John Ruiz are inside recent either. Sure Lewis KO'd
it. Besides, if you are so tired him with ease last summer, but
of talking about Tyson, as we must have forgotten that in
many others have claimed to between the second Holyfield
be, why must you bring him fight and the Lewis beat-down,
up?
Tyson beat everyone put in
I must say that Batts wrote a front of him with ease. Sure,
pretty decent commentary, most were stiffs, but if Tyson
even though I felt it was neces,.. is as o ld and shot as everyone
sary to defend Iron Mike. 'I says, then why does he still
don't agree with many of the take out guys years younger? I
things he has done, but serious- rest my case.
ly, with all respect to Desiree · In closing, Batts and other
Washington, there was NO suf- sports writers do a great job
ficient evidence in the rape and all, and I give them my
case.
best wishes. But when it comes
And, as much as I admire to boxing, and especially Iron
Holyfield, he did fight Mike Mike. get all the facts or give
very dirty in their rights me a yell.
probably not enough to warrant
an ear bite, but you get the
idea.
Here's
another
thing.
Remind me of the times Tyson
has been "beaten like a mule Kyle Thompson is a freshman
repeatedly." Well, I can think history major from Benton.

·Gibson yearns for simpler, more innocent times
On

the
John

"Bur most

importantly,
we only

knew of one
war on terror that was
heing
waged; the
war against
the evil

forces of
COBRA."

Well, 1 am back. and hopefully. as a
result of not writing this column for a
week. will be graduating in May. Because
of the weight that has now been lifted off
my chest, I feel that I can tum my attention
to more important things. such as eating
Cheetos and watching reruns of "Family
Ties·· while wearing only boxer shorts and
a wife beater. Well, those important things
and, of course. the impending war with
Iraq. Yeah. I guess that kinda ranks up
there in importance.
' Now, before you quickly tum the page.
thinking. "Oh great, here i~ yet another
anti/pro-war commemary," hear me out
with what I have to say. Rather than argue
that we should try to bomb the bejeezus
out of the Iraqis with F-16s and smart
bombs, or that we should all sit around
together hugging trees and singing songs
of peace, I would like to take a completely
different approach to the whole wa·r.
In my opin1on, 1 think we should devote
all our resources to time travel: I can just
imagine the eye·rolling that is going on at
the thought of this, but it ts not too farfetched of an idea. Now, I am not going to
go into any detail about how to accomplish
this feat, but I am sure there has to be
some theory out there that shows how man
can travel back in time.
1fall else fai Is. there is always the use of
a well-placed flux capacitor and Mr.
Fusion in a Deloreao going at a speed of
88 mph to enable one to traverse into the
past And for the uber-nerds out there, we
could always fly a spacesh1p around the
sun. going in excess of Warp 6. causing
solar gravity to sling us back a couple hundred years. (If you guess what movie the
latter scenario is from, you get a cookie ...
and a wedgie from the guy ~tanding next

to you.)
Why would it be so great to go back in
time? Well, quite simply, things were so
much simpler I0 to 15 years ago. We had
a definite, "evil" enemy in the form of the
USSR, we had awesome television shows
("The A-Team" and "Quantum Leap"
come to mind) and we had a series of "Star
Wars" movies that were free of "Episode
l." (Man, I am really playing the dork card
today, aren't l'l)
But most importantly, we only knew of
one war on terror that W!}S being waged:
the war against the evil forces of COBRA.
Tl1ings were pretty clear cut; we knew
who the bad guys and good guys were,
with their colorful nicknames, outfits and
personal backgrounds. We knew the full
details of all the weapons of war, not
because of newspaper articles or CNN
specials that mformed us about the maximum bomb load of an A-10 Warthog, but
ruther because we owned scaled-down,
plastic replicas of these vehicles. replicas
that we regularly destroyed in mock battles in mud pits in our back yards. (Many
of mine are still in said pits ... curse my
younger self.)
And the innocent civilians in this war
.s uffered only one tragedy, and that was
that they were forced to endure the horrible disaster that was I 980s clothing. Well,
th1s and an occasional brainwashing. No
big deal.
Nobody ever protested the war against
COBRA. nor were there accusations flying
around that this nation or that nation was
harboring terrorists from the organization.
And best of all, no one ever died in this
war on terror; how many times did you
ever see a pilot die in an explosion or a
missile stray off course and wipe out a

hospital rather than a radar station? Never.
because the pilots (even the COBRA ones)
always bailed out in time, and everyone
always fled the radar station just before its
destruction.
Granted, I know that if we could go back
in time, we would not get younger, and we
would still have the knowledge that we
have today. But maybe there would be
some comfort in being able to relive a time
when we had not a care in the world. Hell,
if nothing else we could steal all of those
now valuable toys that our younger selves
destroyed and lost {again, I curse little
John Gibson).
And I am sure someone could argue that
perhaps this time travel should be used for
better purposes. such as going back in time
to put a stop to Saddam Hussein before he
took power, killing Hitler back in the early
'20s or pos:;Jbly investing stock early on in
the Totino's Party Pizza Corporation. But
nab, say we just go back and live in a more
innocent time- that is all. We would never
have to worry about the things occurring
in the year 2003 because we could always
just go back in time again when 1998 or
1999 rolled around.
But, this is just wishful thinking. I realize that all we are destined to do is move
forward in time, not backward.
I am not for certain where we are heading, but I do know this much: In the words
of Doctor Emmett L. Brown, "Where we
are going, we don't need roads."

John Gibson is a columnist for "The Murray State News" who has dabbled in timetravel t!xperimenration.

f rS NOT FAIR! I!VeR"''
TIMI! SONtel"HING

HAPPENS we, THI!
INNOCENT STUDENTS,
GET HASSU!D FOR IT!

YOU'RE NOT
BEING HASSU!D.
WE-RE JUST
MAKING THe
CAJW)US SAFE.
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Transportation officials say Patton
influenced woman's promotion
FRANKFORT (AP) -Gov. Paul Patton influ-

~ct>d the promotion of a friend of his former

mistress, the state transportation agency said.
Officials of the Transportation Cabinet had
previously said the promotion of vehicle
enforcement officer Monty Clark was based on
merit, not pressure from the governor's office or
from Tina Conner, Patton's mistress.
But on Tuesday, a report by the agency's
inspector general said the director of the Division of Vehicle Enforcement, Col. Kenneth
Frost, told investigators Patton called him and
asked if an additional sergeant's slot was going
to be created.
Patton said Tuesday that the report "does not
imply that anything 1 did was incorrect." He
said he did not remember making the call, "but
I don't deny it."

Supreme Court rules in favor of
Victor's Little Secret store
LOUISVILLE (AP) - The sign hanging
above the Moseleys' adult novelty shop in
Elizabethtown hasn't been changed back to
Victor's I ittle Secret yet.
After winning a U.S. Supreme Court ruling against lingerie giant Victoria's Secret
that could allow his mom-and-pop store to
revert back to its previous name, Victor
Moseley remains cautious.
A unanimous ruling handed down Tuesday said the similar-sounding name of Cathy
and Victor Moseley's sex toys and lingerie
store was not enough to prove the image of
Victoria's Secret had been tarnished.

Physician faces charge of giving out
Oxy-Contin 'like it is candy'
LEXINGTON (APi - A physician who
operates several clinics in northern Kentucky
will not be permitted to practice medicine in
the state until allegations about his prescription practices are resolved.
One employee alleged that Dr. Ghassan
Haj Hamed of Cincinnati prescribed OxyContin "like it is candy" at clinics in Campbell and Pendleton counties.
On Feb. 7, the Kentud:y Board of Medical
Licensure issued an emergency order suspending the license of Haj-Hamed on allegations he illegally and excessively prescribed
controlled substances. The order bars HajHamed from practicing in the state until the
char~es are resolved.

Court puts hold on ban
of Pledge of Allegiance

Searchers become ill
during search for debris

Iranian clerics
oppose refonn bill

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Public school officials in nine
western states may still lead
students in the Pledge of
Allegiance after the federal
appeals court that ruled the
recitation was unconstitu·
tiona! put its decision on
hold pending a review by the
Supreme Court.
})Jdge Alfred T. Goodwin
issued the order Tuesday,
giving the Elk Grove Unified
School District 90 days to ask
the high court to review the
ruling by the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals
Without Tuesday's stay,
pubhc-school students in
nine western states would
have been banned - beginning next Monday - from
reciting the pledge. Those
states are Alaska, Arizona,
California, Hawaii, Idaho,
Nevada, Montana, Oregon
and Washington.

LUFKIN,
Texas
(AP)
Searchers combing the Sabine
National Forest for pieces of
the downed space shuttle
Columbia have become ill
after being exposed to chemi·
cal fumes, officials said.
Officia Is have not been able
to confirm whether the crews
were exposed to any of the
hazardous materials present
on the shuttle, said Cynthia
Sage, a U.S. Forest Service
spokeswoman.
Three of the 46 searchers
were taken to the hospital
after being affected by fumes
during Sunday's search. The
team was composed of two
20-person teams of wilderness firefighters, along with
NASA and Environmental
Protection Agency officials.
Searchers described a hole
in the ground that was emitting a chemical smell.

TEHRAN, Iran
(AP)
Strong opposition from
St>nior hard-line clerics has
cast serious doubt on
whether two key reform bills
that seek maJOr changes in
the ruling establishment will
be approved, a top official
said Wednesday.
The bills, being debated at
the
reformist-dominated
parliament, seek to enhance
the elected president's powers and prevent the conscrv·
ative Guardian Council - an
unelected body with considerable power- from arbitrarily disqualifying pre;idential
and parliamentary election
candidates.
Both bills need to be
approved by the Guardian
Council to become law. If
rejected by the council, they
could be sent to the Expediency Council - a conservative body that arbitrates
between the Parliament and
the Guardian Council - for a
final decision.

Bush asks for U.N.
approval to use force
WASHINGTON (AP)
With no assurance of the out·
come, the Bush administration says it is time for the 15
nations on the U.N. Security
Council to "stand up and be
counted" on using force to
disarm Iraq.
As President Bush and
senjor American diplomats
labored to round up votes at
the United Nations and in the
capitals of various nations,
Secretary of State Colin Powell said "nobody really knows
who has the votes until the
votes are taken."
But Powell told RTL televi·
sion of Germany on Tuesday
that "the United States feels it
is appropriate to move forward with a vote in the
absence of compliance on the
part of Saddam l Iussein and
the Iraqi regime."

I

Allegations of beating
l~ad to officer discipline
CHJCAGO (AP) - Eight
officers accused of beating
inmates at the Cook County
Jail and then covering it up
have been disciplined, officials said, four years after the
alleged attacks.
The allegations surfaced
last month when the jail's
former director was nominated to head the state
Department of Corrections.
Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich
later <1sked the state Senate to
halt his confirmation pro·
ceedings.
At least 49 inmates told
investigators they were
beaten by guards on Feb. 24,
1999, following a gangrelated st<1bbing at the jail,
the "Chicago T n bune"
reported. The o fficers a lso
were nccused of filing false
paperwork to cover up the
alleged rampage.

Indian official faces
vote of no confidence
LUCKNOW, India (AP)
Opposition
parties
on
Wednesday brought a noconfidence motion against
the leader of India's most
populous state, alleging she
ordered her party's lawmakers to use government funds
for party work.
The motion seeks to oust
northern Uttar Pradesh
state's
Minister
Chief
Mayawati, who uses one
name. Mayawati, who heads
the Bahujan Samaj Party, or
BSP, is the state's top ela:ted
politician.
Lawmakers are expected
to vote on it later this week.
However, the motion may
not unseat Mayawati, since
her ruling coalition controls

..

230 lawmakers in the 400·
seat legislature.
As such, the move is man:
aimed at embarrassing
Mayawati, whose coalition
also includes Prime Minister
Atal
Bihari Vajpayee's
Bharatiya Janata Party.

Russia reduces
nuclear security
MOSCOW (AP) · Russia's
atomic-energy minister said
Wednesday that more funding is needed to beef up
security around the coun·
try's nuclear installatitms,
which critics say are only
lightly guarded and are vul·
nerable to terrorist attacks or
thefts of radioactive material.
Alexander Rumyantsev, in
a speech to lawmakers in
Russia's lower house of parliament, ~aid the Interior
Ministry ha:; cut back on personnel guarding nuclear
facilities, the lnterfax news
agency reported.
He said his ministry needs
$203 million to improve
physical
protection
of
nuclear plants, including
electronic monitors. More
money also is nt..>eded to continue
decommissioning
Russian nuclear submarines,
Rumyantsev said.

Iraqi official says,
'Shut up, you monkey'
DOHA,
Q<ll<lr
(AP)
Iraq's vice president shouted, "Shut up, you monkey!"
at a Kuwaiti diplomat
Wednesday during an
emergency summit of
Islamic nations seeking a
unified position to prevent a
possible
U.S.-Ied
war
against Iraq.
The gathering of the 57member Organization of
the Islamic Conference was
the third high-level gathering in the region in a week
aimed at trying to prevent a

war- and the second to be
marred by bitter, insulting
exchanges. Arab and Islam·
ic nations are divided on
whether war can be averted
while Saddam Hussein
remains in power.
The spat broke out as the
Iraqi Vice President, lzzat
Ibrahim al-Douri, was
delivering a scathing speech
against Kuwaiti leaders,
condemning them for "treason ... and conspiracy with
Zionism and colonialism"
for hosting U.S. troops.

Zimbabwe officials
release economic plan
~

HARARE,
Zimbabwe
(AP) - The Zimbabwean
government unveiled its
economic revival program
Wednesday aimed at halting the country's economic
collapse.
The program draws on
what the government refers
to as "home grown solutions" to improve hard currency earnings and ease
acute shortages of food,
fuel, essential drugs and
other imports, the state
media reported.
A 49-page document
detailing the program is
scheduled to be released
Thursday, finance ministry
officials said.
Most aid, investment, and
foreign loans to Zimbabwe
have dried up since 2000
when the government
launched an often violent
campaign to confiscate
thousands of white-owned
farms. The chaotic land
seizurt:s and erratic rains
led to severe disruptions in
the agriculture-based economy in which inflation "
reached a record 209 percent and unemployment
exceeded 60 percent.

World Brtejly is compiled by
Adam L. Matl1is, wire t•ditor.

A ttentilon!!!

Members of The National Society of
Collegiate Scholars & Freshmen with a
3.4 GPA or greater.
• Get involved in an organization with
nearly 400 members at Murray State
and with over 170 chapters nation
wide!
• Leadership opportunities available!
• Scholarships Available

An informative meeting will be held on March 11th at
8 p .m . in Freed Curd Auditorium .
Drinks and refreshment will be served.
For More Inforn1ation Call: Shay Barnes 762-4063
Tim Travis 762-6439

• Loan Repayment Program
• Competitive Salartes

•

..

• Extended Education
• Flexible Scheduling
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Four staff members vie for position
by Melissa Kilcoyne
Maff writl'f
Staff members can choose between four
, staff-regent candidates nod c;bt their vote
today at one of five locations across campus.
Candidates for staff regent :Jre: Lori Dial,
assistant director of the Student Financial Aid
Office; Doris Clark Parham, director of
Adventures in Math and Science: Carmen
Garland, diret"tor of the University Scholarship Office; and Howard (Hal) Rice, instructional techn(1Jogy consultant for lnfonn:uion
Systems.
Dial and Rice spoke at u forum Tuesday
and answered stuff questions. Garlum.l and
Parham were unable to attend, but Renee Lax,
Staff Congress chair. read a statement from
each.
Dial said she was disappointed with the
forum'o; attendance.
"It's not my vote when I go into a staff of
regent meeting, it's our vote," Dial said. "I do
need people to tell me what they want and
what they don't want."

Ril:e said he possessed unique qualifications for the position and wanted to stress the
idea of communication.
"We need to have a voice." Rice said. "We
need to talk to each other. and we need to
speak as one voice."
- In her written statement, Parham said she
would present ideas that conflict with the
administration when necessary.
·vr his position must have someone who will
be willing to keep track of what the issues are
politically and be able to infoml staff of what,
if anything, can be done," Parham said.
In her statement, Garland said she wants to
ensure that every employee re1.:eives affordable health care and make everyone aware of
the issues affecting them.
"More and more. we need to take responsibility for communication on our main campus. us well as our off-campus sites," Garland
said. "Monthly updates on our site are essential. but it is tough to reach everyone."
Kelly Buffington, assistant purchase agent
lor Procurement Services, attended the forum
but said she was disappointed only two of the

n
.,.,.
~

LORI DIAL
Assistant Director
of Student
Financial Aid

-

.

CARMEN
GARLAND
D1rcctorof
llmvcrsity
Scholnrsh1p Oflit'e

DORIS (LARK
PARHAM
Darcclor of
Allvcntures 111
Mmh and Science

four candidates allcndcd.
··t wanted to see what all four candidates
here had to say." Buffington said. ''It !,rives me
a beuer feeling of where they stnnd."
All candidates spoke of the importance of
job security.

H AL RICE
Instructional
Technology
Consult:mt for
Information
Systems

"I W<ts u member of the staff when they
took 2 percent of our salary away, and I do
not. as well as you, want to reliw that time,"
Parham said.
Dial said every job on ~ampus is important.
''I'm nor going to stand up here nnd tell you

you're going to get pay raises when you're
not, but I' m not going to vote for (a
decrease)," Dial said.
Rice said the staff plays an impounnt role nt
the University.
··1 need rny checkjust likr you need yours,"
Rice said. ••I need my job just like you need
yours.''
Staff memben; can \Ole at the Curris Center, Sparks Hall. Facilities Management.
Winslow Dining Hall or Faculty flail .
"Whether you elect me or not . . if I've
sparked some kind ofidea of participation. of '
speaking together. I think that's what we
need." Rice said.
Dial said it is important for every staff
member to vote.
"This is their only voice, and they need tn
be concerned with who's going lo represent
them," Diul said.
Parham said everyone should take responsibility nnd voice their concerns.
Said Parham: ''You have four good people
running for lhis prestigiQUs position: please
vote and encourage your friends to vote.''

Faculty, staff fair promotes good health
b y Ad am L. Mathis
wire edito r
lf the best medicine is preventive. then
the Beallh Awareness Screening Fair rnay
be just what 'the doctor ordered.
The fair will be held from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m Monday in the Carr Health Building
and is free to faculty and staff.
Services offered will Include lipid
analysis, body-mass index, blood-pressure screening and massage therapy.
"It's very important that as a campus
we become more in tune with health

bsues that we are faced with daily," said
Corky Broughton. department chair of
wellness and therapeutic sciences.
He also said the services foster a proactive approach to health care.
•'This is an issue. I th ink, for everyone
that we
want heahhier people,"
Broughton said. "We' re really attempting
to make faculty and staff more aware of
health issues that they need to be sensitive
to."'
Joyce Gordon, associate vice president
of Human Resources, said the fair will
also alleviate health-care costs with pre-

Coupon

''This is an issue, 1 think, for
everyone that we want healthier
people."
(ORKY BROUGHTON
Well ness and Therapeutic Sciences
Oepnnmcnt Cha~r

ventive tests.
"One of the ways that employers are
looking at helping control health-care
costs is obviously ... providing these
screenings," she said. "Murray State is. in

--------·

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 270-753-01 13
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ONE DAY ONE••• from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Wednesday. March 12th!!!

Take an extra

Off Ang l\lew

20°/o

off you ENTIRE PURCHASE!!!

• Just in time for Spring Break ... Summer T's, Shorts. Capris,
and Fun Message Tees.
• Spring dresses, Men's designer suits, Sak handbags, Unionbay, LEI, U.S.
Polo Sport, (just to name a few), will all be 20°o off for this day only.
The Ultimate Bodyshaplng
Course (UBC) will giue you
euerything you need to get the
body you haue always wanted,
and you might euen get paid
for it. The UBC i s a II week
course that combines fitness
lciclcboKing, resistance training,
nutrition and fieKibility to get
you in the best shape of your
life. You will haue team ,
coaches and instructors to glue
you all' the guidance, support
and motluation you'll need t o
achieue your fitness goals.
Best of all it's fun!

.....
•••· -Ia•.

It a.m. - 'I p.m.

lun.
1

~larts

p.m. - 6 p.m.

n ..

IY (losed on Iue.

COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICES

Call
To day!

141 3 Oliue St. • Murray

Relax, Worship, Experience!

he

759-7050
INTERNET ~CCESS ONLY $12.99 A MONTH.
LOCAL UNLIMITED ACCESS FOR MURRAY AND MAYFIELD.

~""~

----- 753- 6111 -----

* FREE PICKUP AN D DELIVERY IN CALLOWAY COUNTY

-

what they are learning in a pntctical setring," Broughton said.
Only seniors will be allowed to perform
the screenings, which Broughton ~-;aid
would further their learning.
"They're uble to practice what they're
learning in the classroom settings,"
Broughton said. ·1'hey're not only doing
it em campus, hut they are doing it in hos·
pitals as part of their <Hher curriculums."
Broughton said the health fair will not
be open to students, although a similar
program for students may begin after the
Health and Wellness Center opens.

'CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION
SALE

I
I

Ju•t 1 Block From M!iU Dorm•
..

terms of employee costs ... lower than
other regional institutions."
Currently. staff and faculty healthinsurance premium rates (for the employee alone) are $24 for the standard plan,
$56 for the enhanced plan and $10 for the
basic plan.
While medical professionals from institution' such as Murray/Calloway County
Hospital will supervise. the tests,
. Broughton <:aid students also will aid in
testing.
''This just gives the srudents and the
faculty a chance to show the Univ~rsity

The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

FREE pizza at 7:40.
FREE Give-Aways
First Baptist Fellowship Hall
203

S. 4th St.

college life edJtor: Kyser Lough
~t college life edJtor. Michael Driver
phone: 762-4480
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this week
•friday
•Cinema International - "Life and
Debt," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
•Recita l - Athena
Festival
faculty
recital, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•saturday
.Cinema

Interna-

tional - "Life and
Debt," 7:30 p.m..
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

•sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha. 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.

•Worship

Service

Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Murray, J I a.m., Curris
Center
Tennessee
Room.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

college life
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Jenkins wins Ms. Wheelchair
by Michael Driver

other girls had been there before,
"I can drive a car, and I can just
and I was scared that they would carry on a regular life like everyone
know what was going on and I else, just from a wheelchair," JenkMissy Jenkins, junior from Padu- would be like this new person."
ins said.
cah, used to be afraid to look at peoJenkins is the second Ms. WheelBrandi McKinney, junior from
ple in wheelchairs or ask them what chair Kentucky in a row to come Henderson and a friend of Jenkins,
happened. Now she is Ms. Wheel- from Murray State. Bethany Adams, said Jenkins does not let her disabilchair Kentucky and will go on to the previous Ms. Wheelchair Ken- ity keep her from leading a normal
compete for the title of Ms. Wheel- tucky, told Jenkins about the con- life.
chair America.
test.
One of Jenkins' concerns involves
Ms. Wheelchair America was creJenkins will compete in the the reactions of others to wheelated in 1972 as a way for wheel- national competition July 22-26 in chair-users.
chair-users to travel their states and Des Moines, Iowa. The winner will
Jenkins said many young people
nation as advocates for those with be chosen based on a personal inter- are not used to dealing with wheeldisabilities.
view, a platform presentation, chair-users and that she responded
"Our program purpose is to edu- accomplishments, self-perception in many of the same ways prior to
cate and advocate for all the women and an onstage interview.
her injury.
in wheelchairs throughout each state
O'Bryant said Jenkins wi ll bring
"I know a lot of kids in high
p rogram," Pat O'Bryant, executive great qualities and an important school and middle school aren't
director of Ms. Wheelchair America message to the competition.
used to seeing people in a wheeland of the Kentucky competition.
" Because she has name recogni- chair.'' Jenkins said. " I am like,
said. "(Competitors) are asked to tion. Missy Jenkins will really help 'How silly is that to think that lookmeet their politicians and offer their us spread our message in Ken- ing at them would be a problem.' I
services in determining accessibili· tucky," O'Bryant said. "Her plat- think there is no problem with peoty.
form message concerning violence ple staring at someone or asking
"These women have the task to go and bullying in schools is a message them what happened."
out into the public arena to educate that crosses ... potentially national
Jenkins said she is comfortable
both able-bodied and disabled per- boundaries. Also. Missy signifies with speaking in front of g roups and
sons that women in wheelchairs what our program is about. She is had been on a panel at the Juvenile
have the same hopes, dreams and educated, accomplished and becom- J ustice and Delinquency Prevention
aspirations that able-bodied women ing a great motivational speaker. It Conference attended by then-Attorhave. We celebrate the diversity and would be wonderful if she is chosen ney General Janet Reno.
accomplishments of women in Ms. Wheelchair America."
' McKinney said Jenkins will do
chairs and do not dwel l on what
Preventing school violence is the well in her speaking engagements
they cannot do."
main platform of Jenkins' advoca- because of past experience and her
The national winner is chosen cy. Jenkins was a victim of the 1997 positive attitude.
from the winners of the state com· shooting at Heath High School in
"She's always a happy person,"
petitions; there will likely be Paducah.
McKinney said. "With me, I don•t
between 20 to 25 contestants,
Jenkins said she wants students to think 1 would be as happy as she is
•O'Bryant said.
realize that violence can happen at now . ... She's just really open about
it. •.
Jenkins said she was not sure their schools.
Jenkins' other message is an
what her odds would be in the Ms.
Ms.
Wheelchair
America's
Wheelchair Kentucky competition ambassadorial one for those who responsibilities include traveling,
since some of the participants had use wheelchairs. Jef1kins said she visiting advocacy groups, making
competed in previous years.
wants people to realize that wheel- public appearances and conducting
"I was hoping that I was going to chair-users are not different from media interviews, according to the
win," Jenkins said. "Some of the other people.
o rganization's Web site.
assislant college life e<litor

Jenkins said that between her
studies and her new tille, her free
time is likely to be limited in the
nex.t year and will become even
more so if she wins the national
competition.
Jenkins said studying and traveling are the two main priorities in her
life right now. She hopes to graduate from Murray State in the spring

o r fall of 2004 with a degree in
social work and continue her studies
at the graduate level either at Murray State or the ·univer!)ity of South
California.

(Right) Missy Jenkins, junior
from Paduca h, will compete
for the title of Ms. Wheelchair
America on July 22 through 26
in Des Moines, Iowa against
other women from a round t he
nation. (Bottom) J enkins and
twin sister Mandy J en kins
pose for a picture wit h comed ian Jay Leno after attending a
taping of "The Tonight Show."'
photos courtesy Missy Jenkins

PROFESSOR HOBO
HEU.O JCIOS! IT'S US , YOUR
OLO FRIENDS ALPHA ANO SETA,
WHO ARE REPRESENTATIVE
OF NOTHING!

•monday
•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room. All are welcome.

Classic Keelhaul from the archives

KEELHAUL
•tuesday

IT SEEMS WE JUST ABOUT
EVERYONE HAS A 9H VALUE

-----'"'1

.CAB

Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.
•BSC - Black Student
Council meeting, 6
p.m., C urris Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcom~.
.Concert - MSU
Symphony Orchestra,
8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.

MENU THESE EMYS. I
WANT TO BE
LEFT OUT.

ACROSS
5

•SGA -Student Government Association
Senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcome.

9
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
23
24

•thursday

25

•C inema International - "Rosa Lux-

27
30

emberg," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free Admission.
•Recital - Student
recital by Andrew
Shelton, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall. Free
admission.

I ' M USIN&

HERE, TRY
ONE.

I

•wednesday

WEU.... AT 99t
CAN'T AFFORD
TO USE MEAT.

31
32
34
38
39

40
41
43
44
45
46
47

Wild attempt
Lifted, as an
anchor
Htgher of two
Zhivago's love
German auto
Find an answer
PC symbol
Inflection
From the top
Lovesick or a
LEM
At some prior
time
"On the Beach''
author
Clicks the
default button
Existed
Seller's $
equivocation
Money plant
Egyptian birds
Billboard
display
Dark time
Jurist Fortas
Pathogenic
bacteria
Military YIPs
Quill adjunct
Snakelike fish
Museum
display
Sheepish she
Worn rug?

50
52
53

58
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Floating ice
Sea fliers
Blank sheet or
tidies after
midnight
The same
River of Pisa
Lena or Ken
Theme
Neet
competitor
Fleming's spy
Exhausted
Other
Red and deep
blue

22
26
27
28

29
31
33

34
35
36
37

39

DOWN
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

II
12
13
21

Slender
Tex-Mex order
End of a buck?
Wedding
announcement
Spas
Portuguese port
Trial setting
AC/DC power
NATO member
Toy or comics
character' s
parasite
Evening tool
Eject from the
premises
Coty and Clair
Footwear
preserver

Singer
Kristofferson
Political
understandings
Party faction
Irish Rose's
love
Portent
A Stooge
Diploma or
ram's cousin
"Nova"
network
Curt negative
Look of love
Web location
Capp and Gore

42

43.
45
47
48
49
50
51
54
55
56
57
59

McCowen or
Baldwin
Mesabi Range
product
Ms. Morissette
Sides in sports
Lowest deck of
a ship
Join together
Wild
Slovenly
persons
Kent's beloved
vera
Turner of song
Ceases
Small newt

Last week's solution

-

The Weekly Crossword

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

TMSPuzzlesOaolcom
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this \veek
• music
1. R. Kelly - "Chocolate Fac-

2. SO Cent - "Get Rich or Die
Tryin'"
3. Norah Jones - "Come
Away With Me"
"
4. Dixie Chicks- "Home"
5. Kid Rock - "Cocky"
Source: Associated Press
8

Students stay 'Up 'Til Dawn'
by Kristen Watson

tory''

movies

1. Cradle 2 the Grave
Starring Jet Li
2. Old School
Starring Will Ferrell
3. Daredevil
Starring Ben Affleck
4. How to Lose a Guy in 10
Days
Starring Kate Hudson
5. Chicago
Starring Renee Zellweger
Source: Associated Press

1. John Grisham- ''The
King of Torts"
2. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
3. James Patterson with
Andrew Gross - "2nd
Chance"
4. Robert C. Atkins
"Atkins for Life''
5. John Grisham - "The
Summons"
Source: Associated Press

• w eb site
www.bowhotnmi.com
Men and women may put their
picture up on this Web site ~o
other vistlors can rate how hot
they are on a scale from 1 to I0.

9

staff writer
With events such as kick
boxing, basketball. karaoke
and dodge ball tournaments, Up 'Til Dawn raised
approximately $11,000 for
St.
Jude
Children's
Research Hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
Rhiannon
Mitchell,
semor from Fairfield, lll.,
and executive director of
the event, said tremendous
preparation ensured the
event's success.
"This was a lengthy
process because 1 chose to
take a more personable
approach and attend m~et
Jngs in person when it was
convenient for the organization," Mitchell said. "I
basically tried to educate
the campus as best I could
as to how important St.
Jude Children's Research
Hospital is and how their

efforts through Up 'Til
Dawn could make a huge
difference in the lives of
disease-stricken children."
Mitchell also notified all
campus organizations nbout
the event. which took place
from 9 p.m. to 5 a.m. Feb.
28 and March I in the
Regional Special Events
Center.
"1 loved Lhe free food,"
Melissa Tipton, senior from
Henderson. said. "But the
main reason I attended the
event was to support all the
John
children at the hospital. I
Jamie
Green,
freshman
from
Lexington, crowd
have a little nephew whom I
adore, and J have a soft spot surfs during Murray State's Up •TiJ Dawn event.
for all kids."
The event raised more than $1 0,000 for St. J ude
Mitchell said plans for Children's Research Hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
fund-raisers for each team
had to be organized to raise the fund-raising aspect of Master Tung Dinh to
money,
UTD mn as smoothly as reserving the RSEC to food
"As college kids, raising possible.'' Mitchell said. preparations and donamoney for ourselves is "There were also the plans tions."
often a difficult task, let for the actual mght of the
Mitchell said this was the
alone for an additional pur- event. Thesu pluns included most difficult part of the
pose. so we tried to make things from speaking with planning because every

minor detail had to be
thought out. She said she
was thankful to have assistance.
"I was blessed to have 12
lovely ladies on my executive board," Mitchell said.
"I may have been in charge,
but they are ihe people that
made it happen, and I am
very grateful for that."
Mitchell said Up 'Til
Dawn would not have been
a success without them.
Through vigorous fundraising. Mitchell said the
entire event was self-supported.
"We depend on donations
from individuals and local
businesses to keep our costs
low," Mitchell said.
During the event. hospital
patients delivered speeches
to the crowd.
"The most memorable
moment at the event was
hearing the patients from
St. Jude share their stories

with us; it was simply moving," Mitchell said. "They
all have such great, positive
attitudes, and seeing their
smiling faces made everything I did worth it. Knowing we made a positive
impact, 1 would do it a
thousand times over."
Mitchell. who served as
entertainment chair last
year. said she went through ·
an extensive interview
process prior to receiving
her position as executive
director. Applications for
next year's Up 'Til Dawn
are available in~ide the Curris Center Stables on the Up
'Til Dawn office door.
Said Mitchell: "Aside
from the actual event, the
most memorable thing was
the fact that the cumpus
organizations were brought
together for a common purpose in order to make a difference in the lives of many
children. and they Jid it."

All-American Rejects easy to accept
by Michael Driver
assistant l'ollcge life
~<.litor

Without pretensions of
musical or lyrical originality. AJI-American Rejects
hopes to carve a niche in
airwaves flooded by postpunk sound-alikes.
All-American Rejects
may not bring many new
ideas into the post-punk
genre with Its self-titled
debut, but the album is a
welcome change of pace.
The
hectic
pacing
embraced by other members of the genre is thrown
out in favor of an approach
that echoes indie-scene
veterans Saves the Day
and Further Seems Forever.
The self-titled album is a

rerelcase of an album that
originally debuted on Doghouse Records. an independent label. Now with
major record company
DreamWorks. All-American Rejects may get a
chance to shine while
reaching a larger audience.
Bassist Tyson Ritter's
vocals have the nasal pitch
that has become a postpunk trademark. thanh
largely ro Dashboard Confessional front mun Chris
Carraba. although AllAmerican Rejects' pop
stylings are not as prone to
crowd
scream-alongs.
Even though Ritter's vocal
range goes much lower
than many of his contemporaries· ranges, he can
still hit piercing highs, evident in his wail during the

chorus of the band's tirst
single, "Swing, Swing."
"Swing. Swing" is the
poppiest :;ong on the
album - and one of the
most distinct . Riuer makes
good use of his high registers, and the vocals are
well-balanced with the
verses' sporadic guitar
bursts and choru:.• straight
picking. The lyrics are not
spectacular, but with a
musically
well-trodden
theme such as love, the
lyrics are not particularly
weak, either.
The
broken-hearts
theme ts All-American
Rejects' weakness. mostly
because it i:-; the album's
only theme, Some .variation is necessury to keep an
album fresh. and if a listener is not in the mood ro

hear about relationship
problems. then it is best to
steer clear of this release.
Musically, All-American Rejects fares beuer.
Although Lhe album does
not break new musical
ground, the songs mix
tones well enough to keep
things interesting. The harmonies are basic but help
the music sound more professional than the average
punk band.
The album opens with
"My Paper Heart," a cut
simr lar to those of.the popular independent group
Modest Mouse. A muting
effect opens the song with
the fed of a vinyl recording, and Ritter's voice
cracks freely as he reaches
just beyond his range.
"Your Star'' speeds up

the album with a piano that
takes away the feel that
this is strictly a powerchord affair. The production on all the tracks is
first-class thanks to Tim
O'Heir, whose resume
includes albums by Superdrag and Hole. "Your
Star," like all the songs,
has a weB-polished sheen
that d(1es not sound fake.
Other notable songs
include "One More Sad
Song," an echo of Jimmy
Eat World's "The Middle.''
"The Last Song" opens
with a hokey orchestra but
ends accurately reflecting
Ritter's pained lyrics with
distres!>ed crooning.
All-American Rejects
may get lost in the
machine even
though
''Swing. Swing" is seeing

.J!l

play on the MTV networks. Still, the members'
mix of talent, pop and rock
comes across as more sincere than many of the
bands already in the mainstream. Although 1he band
may not be original, AllAmerican Rejects does
what it sets out to do and
does it well.
Grade: B

Murray Place

is now accepting applications
for editor in chief for the
2003-2004 school year.
Applications are due
Thursday, March 13.

Re~eem t~is cou,on :.
to receive 1~~ off 1
1

reservation
fee
+,
I
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Dance clubs spring up on

c~mpus

•

•swtng

•latin
by Jessica Higdon
staff writer
Snow and ice have pounded
highways a nd sidewalks this
winter, but one group of students
has found a refreshing way to
keep warm.
Jac kelyn Vargas. fres hman
from Murray, co-founded the
Latin Dance Club this semester
and said she is interested in
te aching stu dent~ not only
dance, but also aspects of differe nt cultures.
"Being able to have this
opportunity to teach stu- ,
de nts Latin dances and _
the customs
. . of different '
countnes 1s a very exciting experience for me," '
Vargas said. "Learning \
these different dances
and cultures is a very unique
experience for students. T hey /
leurn that dancing for some
people is a way of life. It is
ho w they interact."
Vargas. whose parents are
from Guatemala, grew up
learning about her heritage
and the South American way
of life. She said she hopes
many students show interest
in learning about her culture.
Vargas has been teaching
c lub members dances such us
the merengue and the salsa,
which originate in
the
Dominican Republic. She said
both dances are popular in Central and South America and that
it is important to understand the
role of dance to Latin culture.
''Dancing in my culture is very
different from dancing in America," Vargas said. " 1 think it is a
wonderful th ing to offer this
dance c lub to expand the minds
of some of the students and to
learn more about different area.;
of South and Central America.
''Latin dances are very exotic
and beautiful. In o ur culture,
dancing shows a very happy anu
cheerful life. The dance:. are
very vibrant and colorful, and I
wanted to bring that part of my
culture to Murray."

.

Alicia Ray, ju nior from
Rineyville and staff writer for
"The News," cn -Foumkll the
club w1th Vargas and said raising awareness of o ther cultural
traditions is important.
" Latin duncing is n
10 t

shown for Latin dancing. Anyone interested in the c ulture
shou iJ come out and try it. It' s
just so much fun to watch and
learn."
Ray said it will be fu n for students to learn the mechanics of
Latin dancing and get a good
workout in the process.
"The first time the club met. I
had a lot of people tell me they
were sore afterwards,"
·--r~""' Ray said. uYou are
having so much fun
that you don't realize that
you ' re getting a good
workout too."
Jolene Miesner, freshman from O'Fallon. 111.,
tried her hand at Latin dancing and said it was relaxing,
fun and educational.
"I am a Spanish major, so I
thought l would try the dancing
and maybe learn n little bit
about the culture.'' Miesner
said. •·t had a great time. Even
if you can't dance, it's no big
deal. It's very laid-back and
comfortable. and it's just a lot
of fun."
Lance Lee, freshman from
Scottsville. allio joined the
club because of cultural interests.
"I decided to go to the Latin
club because 1 am interested in
Spanish and Latin culture," Lee
said. "So far, we have learned
the basic steps of salsa, and it
was pretty fun . Jackelyn (Vargas) does a good job teaching
us ."
Vargas said she hopes the club
continues to gain interest among
students. and she is working to
get more people involved.
''I have invited five other girls
from Central and South America, the Caribbean and Puerto
Rico," Vargas .said. " I want them
to teach some of the dances from
their cultures. 1 think that will
help us learn more about other
ways of life."
The Latin Dance Club meets
Tuesdays from 6:30 to 7:30p.m.
in the Currit. Center dance
lounge.

I
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Ju no Uaino
an d Tttkako

Kawaka mi, ESL students
from J apan, give Latin
da ncing a try.
of fun ." Ray suid. " It incorporates the culture a nd the dancing
mto something that stude nts like
to do. I think acmss the t'ounlry.
there has been a big inte rest

by Jessica Higdon
staff writer
S tudents and facu lty have
come together to try a hand, or
foot, at the fun and energetic art
of s wing dance.
Therese Saint Paul, assistant
professor of Fre nch, started
the Swing D ance Club
about a month ago and
said she tho ught students wo uld e njoy
learni ng the art of
swing dance and the
fun that goes along
with it.
" I fi rst started teaching a class in yoga in the
r esidential co lleges,"
Saint Paul said. " By doing
that , 1 found that students
were very interested in
doing more fun activities
like that. T he swing
dance idea just spr ung
from that."
Saint Paul said she
believes people should
learn d ifferent kinds of
dancing because it
is a form of communication.
"As a Frenc h
professor, I
teach
people
how to communicate," Saint Pau l said.
" I believe dancing is a
form of nonverbal ~
co m munica t ion
between two people. It teaches two people to be sensitive to o ne
another."
A Belgi u m nat i ve,
Saint Pa ul said she grew
up learning how to sw ing dance.
" In my culture, growing up,
we learned a ll different kinds of
dance; we called swing dance
'rock 'n · roll," ' she said.
Saint Paul said the class is
struc tured so that panicipants
can learn at their own speed.
"We have been basically
learni ng the basic steps of east
coast swing," Sa int Pau l said.
"We are learning vario us aero-

batic moves, like swinging your
partner, but it is a very relaxed
atmosphere. We want everyone
to learn at their own pace."
"R ight now, we are teaching
some of the dancing. but we arc
also doing a lot of peer
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Watertown, Wis.,
a nd Ma r y Shultz, sophomore from Murray, practice
swing dancing. T he Swing
Dance Club meets Fridays In
tbe Carr Health dance studio from 6 to 7 p.m.
teaching," Saint Paul said . 'This
makes it a more relaxed and
comfortable atmosphere for people to learn. Soon we ho pe to
take some field trips to professional studios."
Reika Ebert, assbtant profes-

sor of German, also is participating in the club and said the energetic atmosphere is her favorite
part. "
''Everythi ng about it is enjoyable, and I like the energetic
music and the space with everyone having fun dancing,"
Ebert said . ..1 like the
fact that no previous
know l edge is
required. I personally like to
l earn n ew
dance moves.
and in this
group, it
seems many people share
their knowledge of great
moves."
Ebert said she was excited
about participating in the
club from the moment she
heard about it.
"l love to dunce," Ebert
said. "I have been looking
fo r a chance to dance in a fun
and casual atmosphere."
Jessica Brown, sophomore
from Paducah, helped Saint
Paul organize the club.
"I took sw i ng - dance
lessons in high school and
learned a lot of the basic
moves," Brown said. " I
enjoy doing it, and
(Saint Paul) and 1 thought it
would be a good idea: ·
Brown said she likes the
energy she gets from swing
dancing.
"1 like the tosses and the
rhythm of the music,"
Brown said. "My favorite
part is the jumps and the flips
that we do."
Brown a lso said she hopes
many people wi ll come out and
participate in the activities.
"lt's something new and different ," Brown said. "You don't
have to know how to dance: you
don't have to have a lot of
rhythm. It's just a great opponunity to come out and shake your
groove thing!"
The swing-dance club meets
Fridays from 6 to 7 p.m. in the
Carr Health dance studio.
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If you'r
t1on has
·service-orient ed plans for
Spring Breal<, then come by
The Murray
Sta te News and
.
picl< up a disposable camera to
document your w orl< to be
featured in an upcoming issue.
'

~
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The cameras
will be available

Monday,
March 10.
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PHI KAPPA THETA
WHAT:
WHERE:
WHEN:

MEN'S SOCIAL FRATERNITY
~
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
~
SUNDAY 3/09/ 03 7:00PM
CURRIS CENTER, Mississippi Rm. C »
WHY:
EXPANDING TO MURRAY STATE IV
CONTACT KYLE GORMAN,
.
PRESIDENT, PHI KAPPA THETA
AT MURRAY STATE
kyle 1081 @hotmail.com
or
I

call270.761.1246, or 812.499.7925(cell)
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GO to the Horwood takes care of Clark
by jessica Higdon

head of
the college

In this eight-week
series, we take an upclose look at each of
the eight residential
college heads and
how they affect the
lives of students living in the residence
halls.
Week 1: Clark College

:-;tafT writer
Living in .a residential college can be an unforgettable
and Clark College residents ha\'e one resource
to help them through both the tough and fun times.
Steve Horwood ha~ oeen college head of ClarJ..: College
for seven years and );aid he ha~ loved every minute of it.
"Thi-. i'> my seventh year working with the residential
colleges," Horwood said. "I staned when the system was
first formed. and I have loved it."
Horwood. associate professor in the department of
indu:-try and engineering technology, has been in the
printing busines:. since he was a hoy growing up in London.
"When I was I 5 years old, I worked running printing
pres~e~;,'' Horwood s;1id. "!have been in this bu!>iness ever
since. I would have to say my favorite thing about teaching IS that l get to work with such wonderful young people."
Hor\\ood said he saw the college·head position as an
opponunity to continue working v. ith students outside the
classroom.
"Working with t,hc residential colleges is very different
from working in the classroom," Horwood said. ''In the
dassmom. I feel like I have some control over what my
Jenny Hahn/The News
~tudents do, but in the residential college. I learned that
you can·t make a !'tudent do what they don·t want to. I Steve Horwood has served as college head of
have changed a lntl)f things thatl used to do.... That is one Clark College for t he past seven years.
of the greatest things about this system: The students take
on the responsibility and decide what happens within the the classroom, I believe, strengthens their ability inside
college. I just help them when they need it..
the classroom."
Horwood said he does what he can to help the students,
Most of the college heads are tenured faculty members
and that it is therr creativity and determination that makes and familiar with the University and other faculty memCl<trk College stand out.
bers. Horwood said it is easy to inform students about
"A residential college is a place for students to Jearn things they are interested in and get them in touch with the
management !'kills," Horwood said. "Ifl were to do all the proper people on campus.
"I work to get more faculty memhl!rs involved in activ"ork. then the students wouldn't learn as much . So much
of our success has been because of the student!»' hard ities going on in Clark.'' Horwood said. "We have faculty
work."
·come over and do study sessions with the students who
Horwood also said his job is to net as a bridge between need it We want our students to feel a connection with the
faculty and vice versa."
faculty and students.
"Residential colleges are all about academk-s and liv·
While Horwood takes his position as college head seriing," Horwood said. "We want our students to work with ously, he also tric:. to take part in the relaxing side of resfaculty ouLside the classroom .... This relationship outside idential-college I ife.
experi~:nce,

"I try to get involved in as much as possible within the
college,'' Horwood said. "I don't participate in the athletics, though. I don't think the students wouJd want me to. I
would be more of a handicap than a help."
Horwood said he loves his job and that his favorite part
is getting to work with students.
"My favorite thing about being a college head is the fact
that I fa ll in love with the kids,'' Horwood said . "In most
relationships, when someone has to leave, one party ends
up upset, bu! that is not the way it is within the residential.
colleges. It'~ a win-win situation. Everyone walk..; away
with a friendship gained."
Horwood also said he has learned that getting to know
students can be difficult.
"Getting to know students is a hard job," Horwood said.
"It's a lot like being a salesman. Sometimes you have to
knock on the door five times before you get them to
answer."
,
One student who has worked closely with Horwood for
several months said she could not imagine Clark College
without Horwood's guidance.
"He really takes an active interest in the students:•
Kylee Littlepage, president of the Clark College ResidentJal College Council, said. "He wants to make sure we
succeed both academically and socially."
Littlepage said she has seen the hard work Horwood
puts in and appreciates aU he does for the students.
"College heads have many different roles and responsibilities," Littlepage said. 'They try to make the residential
colleges feel like a home to the students and not ju~t
dorms. Dr. Horwood has just been excellent. I don't know
what we would have done without him. He goes above
and beyond what is expected of him every day; without
him, we couldn' t function."
Jenny Thomas, Clark College resident adviser. agreed.
''(Horwood) is always doing whatever he can to help us
with anything we need," Thomas said. "He is just great.
He''s very down-to-earth and is fun to joke around with at
times and also is there in serious situations."
Horwood said his love for his work hac; much to do with
the students and co-workers.
" I just love working with young people," Horwood suid.
"I have always believed that if you don't look after our
young people, then we are in trouble. They are the future
of our country."
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Vicky Young
7158 S. 12th St.
767-9570

Ca/(fs and More~
Specia{izing In Custom Wetfrfing Cakes

Complete Fonnal Wear Headquarters

~r.(J}·s ·

.

Limousmes tmd Vans

Weddings, Proms,
Banquets, Birthdays &
Anniversaries

BIRTHDAYS • WEDDINGS • ANNIVERSARIES
CORPORATE EVENTS

1

1Labp(J)'s ~
b.~
304 Main Streel

NOW BOOKING RECEPTIONS AND REHEARSAL DINNERS

Murray, KY

License #61658

759·5000

Bring in this ad for a FREE gift.
Website: www.mrjsladyjs.com
Toll Free Nationwide: 1-88S.FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

~lie

1-888-9LUXURY
1-888-95S.9879

'Essentia[ Vay Spa
• An AVEDA Concept Salon

•

Leigh Ann Steely Grady
237 Tobacco Road
Murray, KY 42071
753-1159

• Massage Therapy • Facials
•Body Treatments •Sugaring
• Manicures & Pedicures
Take the stress out of
your wedding at

We help put the "Beautiful" in Bride
We're fampus for a different kind of wedding rchcarsal~one
where you learn the makeup skills you need to look utterly
exquisite on your special day. Make your radiance as
unforgettable as your wedding day.

Come in for your FREE makeover!

908 S. 12th Street

* 753-6926
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The 'Essentiaf Vag Spa
1311 Johnson Blvd. • Murray • 767·0760
essentialspa@hotmail.com • 10% off w/ MSU 10

Hear
wedding bells?
Say "I do" to The Bridal Gift Registry at Murray's Pier 1.

1
1
1iIU 1iiiiiiiii'ISe

1-fe

ftnall!J popped the· question
t1naJJOUsaid JJes.

Congratulations! You may -have been planning your wed·
ding since you were a flower girl, but have you seriously
considered your bridal registry?
Choosing the perfect dress takes time, but choosing the
perfect items for your new home tog~ther should be easy.
At Vintage Rose Emporium, we offer brides beautiful
choices in styles from casual co elegant and prices to meet
any budget.
With our toll-free phone number and website, your family
and friends can buy from your registry whether or not
they live here. Plus, we will give you and your wedding
gift buyers friendly, personal service not found in a big
department or discount store.
Come by and see how we are making tradition simple!

111 S. 4th St. - Murray, KY- (270) 759·21 00
Where every bride is special
Hours' Monday·Fnday 10-5, Saturday 10.2
:3'REE GIFT FOR EVERY
REGISTERED BRIDE THIS MONTH~.....~

sports editor: Chris jung
assistant sports editor: Amamb Lt.'t'
phone: 762 ... i468
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Racers ready to thrive in tourney
MSU advances to OVC Tournament
semifmals for 16th-consecutive season
Henry Domercant. Senior forward Antione Whelchel
and ~or guanl Kevin Paschel provided just that.
Paschel came in strong off the bench. scoring II
poinl'i and committing no turnovers in 17 minutf.l; of
For the 16th-con~utive sea'>On. the No. 4 seed
play. Whelchel saved his energy for defense, playing
Mllrray St;ne Racers (17- l L 9-7 Oluo Valley Confer35 minutes in place of Shumate.
enc--e) haw <idvanccd to the OVC Tournament semifi"My role is to focus on defense right now and let
nal!;. following Tuesday'); 74-63 win over No.5 I.:.:btthe offense come to me," Whelchel said, ''Whether
em lllinoi~.
it's passing the ball to James (Singleton) or Cutly
Beating I.?.JU in the opening round of the OVC
(Victor) on the block or setting a screen for Rick
Tournament 10.. the *'ond-straight year at home.
(Jone...). I'm just doing what it lakes to win."
MSU is now 7-0 when hosting a fiN-round game in Na~hville."
Leading by 10 at halftime, the Panthen; went on a
Sentor cenl1!r Jilllles Singleton collected hi!'. 16th
the l'UITCnt tournament format.
'This wa-. a great team and a gre<~t effort, and I'm double-double llf the sca.,on with 13 points and 13 16-8 run beginning at the 18:04 mark, tying the score
proud of the way we t".une out and fought tonight," rcbouod.s to complement three blocked !>hots; junior 4646 with II : 19 remaining. It was MSU's inside
Head Coach Teve~ter Anderson said. 'This is a big guanl Rid.: Jones oontril>uttx112 points and wa... 2-of- game, howevl!l', !hat allowed the Racers to pull away.
MSU out-rebounded EIU 35-32 and outscored the
win against a very tough and well-coached basketball 5 from the 3-pomt lme.
tC<!Jll. We ~new we would have our hands full, but our ' Playing without junior guard Chris Shwna1e, the Panthers 36-14 in the paint.
"''m proud of James (40), Rick (38) and Antione
guys made the plays, und now we head to Na.\hville 10 Racers were in need of o;ome unsung heroes to step up
against EIU and the nation's second-leading scorer, (35) for playing so many minutes and never backing
~ee what we can do."
off," Anderson said "That was a very physical game,
and I thought those guys did a great job of never slowingdown."
Despite the 1~. Domercant played as billed,
becoming the 25th player in NCAA history to pass the
2,600-point plateau for his career.
Following the game, EIU Head Coach Rick
Samuels expressed his gratitude for all of Drl~e~ca1fs
contributions.
'Whether you believe it or not. Henry (Domercanl)
is a better person than he is a ba.-.ketbaU player:·
Samuels said with tears in his eyes. "''m definitely
going to miss that smile every day."
Tuesday's victory pull> the Racers two wins aw.1y
from earning an automatic ~-pol in the NCAA Tournament for the second year in a row. However, MSU
must win Friday against APSU and again on Saturday
again~t the winner of Morehead State/I'enre-see
Tech.
'7his is the place we wanted to be," Anderson said.
"We're going to Na.-.hville for a chance to earn our
way to the NCAA Tournament Playing Austin Pe<~y
will be a huge chal.lenge for us. They're a great basketball team. and they've ~~ready beaten us twice this
~.so we know we' Uhave to play a great ba\ketball game to have a shot I do feel good about my team
Ryan Brooks/The New.~ and where we're at right now. l know our players and
(Abo\ c) ~1urray State junior forward Cuthbert Victor goes after a loose ball dur- our coaching staff are really looking forward to the
challenge."
ing the Racers' 74-63 victory over Eastern Illinois on Thesday.
Friday's tipoff between MSU and APSU is scheduled for 6 p.m. at the Gaylord Entenainmmt Center in
(Right) Senior guard Kevin Pascbcl goes up for a rare slam dunk, scoring two or Nru;hville, Tenn. If victorious, the Racers will play
his 11 points in just 17 minutes of play. MSU pla}s today in the OVC Tournament. again at 3 p.m. Saturday.

by Chris Jung
sports editor

Junior tbrward Cuthbert Victor led foor Racers in
double figure~. ~·oring 21 poinl'> on 8-of-10 shooting
from the fielc.l. ~;pite lixJ! trouble, Victor also wa~
able to grab eight rebound~. five of which came on the
offensive end.
" It was real frusmning sitting over there with tOur
foul~ and watching them c"'me back," Victor said.
"When I got back in. I wanted to do some things. but
I couldn't bt.."Cause r didn't want to toul out. I'm JUSt
happy we were able to win, and now we're going to

Austin Peay Govemors

Seas on record: (21-7. 13-3 Ohio VaJiey Conference?
Season s eries v s. ;t\iunay State: ( 2-0 )
K ey p la yers: Adrian Henning, C: 15.9 ppg,_ 7.0 rpg
J osh L ewis, G : 12.6 ppg. 7.0 rpg
How they got here: The regular-season OVC
c hampions got a 3 -pointer from C orey Gipson with
0 .9 secon ds r emainin g to suviv e 8 3-80 against
E astern K entucky.

No. 4 Murray State

GameS

6 p .m . M arch 7

No. 1 Aust in Peay

Nlorelieaa State E agles
S eason record: (20-8 , 13-3 OVC)
·
Season series vs. M urray State: (Z..O)
Key players: Ricky M inard, F: 22.5 ppg, 6 .2 rpg
C h ez M arks. G: 17.6 ppg, .465 3-point %
H o w they got here: One of th is year's dominant fo~
in the O V C, Morehead b lew a 1S-point seconc:t.;.half
lead, b ut w as clutch form the free-throw line down
t h e stretch . The Eagles d e feated SEM O 9 t-84 to
m ove o n in th e O V C Tournament.

T e nnesse e T e ch Golaen Eagles

~Es

~ - --·

....,_:lit·. '(""'rn
J'

TECH
,_

---

Season record : (19-11. 11-5 OVC)
Season seyjes vs. Murray State: ( 1- 1)
Key players: Damien Kinloch. C: 16 .2 ppg. 8.4 rpg
Camerson Crisp, G~ 13.6 ppg, 3 .8 rpg
H ow they got here: Last season's OVC-Tournament
run ner-up, TTU needed an a ll-out effort to fend off
Tennessee-Martin 76-62 after leAdin g by o nly two
a t halftime.
l

OVC Men's Final
Basketball Standings
ovc
•
:
:
:
:
:
:

,x-Austtn (>cay
13-3
x-Morche.ld State 13-3
: yenncssce Tt.'Ch 11 ·5
.x-Murr,ly Sl.ttc
9-7
x-Eastern Illinois
9-7
x- l'cnncsS('c-Martin 7-9
X·SF;MO
,~'i- ll
x-Ea:;tt•m Kentucky 5· 11

Ovl'rall
21 7

20-8
19·11
17· 11
14-15

March 7
x·No. 4 Murray State vs. No. 1 Austin
Peay,6p.m.
x·No. 3 l'cnnesSt.-t' 'l'l•ch v~. No. 2
Morehead St,lh?, 8 p.m. (or 30 minutes
followtng l.'nd of tirst gamt•)

14- 14

11 -19
11-19

; Tcnne'>sec Stale
0-16
2·25
: x rliuchrd OVC Toumammt berth
I

OVC Men's Basketball
Tournament Semifinals

March 8
x·OVC C h am pion~hip Gmne, 3 p m.

OVC Women's Basketball
Final Standings

'
ovc

Overall
lo·O
2.'i·3
x·SEMO
11-5
18-10
x·Et!Stl·m Kl•ntucky 10-6
18·11
9-7
16-12
x·MoH•hcad State
X· fcnno.:ssCl'-Martin 9-7
13·15
x-Tennessec 'lcch
6-10
12-16
>.·Eastern Illinois
5·11
6·22
X· Murray St.llc
4-12
8-20
Tenne>seeStatc
2-14
4-22
x-rlmchrd OVC Toumamtnl bertIt
x·Au~tin

Pcay

Game?

--OVC C h a nTRS

~--

3 p.m. March 8
Live ESPN Telecas t

N C AA Autontatic Bid

N o . 2 M o r ehead State

Gan1e 6

8 p .m . M arch 7

No. 3 Tennessee T e ch

OVC Women's Basketball
Tournament Semifinals

OVC Baseball
Standings

March7

x-No. 1 Austin Peay vs. No. 4
Tenncss"-c-Martin, noon
x· No .. 2 SEMO vs. No. 6 Tcnncs~..·c
Terh, 2 p.m. (or 30 minute:, following
end of first game)

March 8
x-OVC Championship C<1mc, 11 a.m.

x-Nashville, Tmn.

I

OVC Baseball
Schedule
Ovcr,lll
7-3

Murray State
'I t•n nt·:.~··c-Martin

34

March 8
Eastern Illinois \ ' S. Central
Michigan, 10 a.m.

2-3

N1•rthcm

SEMO
Tennessee Tech

2·5
25

Austin Pcay
Eastern Kentucky

1·1

E.1st~rn lllin~>i'>

14

Morehead Statt•

0·5

lllanoi~@

E.1stern

Kcnturkv (dh), 11 J .ll\.
Wright State® Murray State (dh),
noon
Br,ad lcy@ Allstin !'cay, 1:30 p.m.
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OVC names Hicks
Most Valuable Shooter

The Murray State men's tennis
team is set to defend our Ohio Valley
Conference title. Losing three-time
OVC Player of the Year Nikola
Atracil will be hard, but we have Thiago Gondim and Zakaria Bahri from
last year's team and seven new players that will do everything possible
to keep the crown in Murray.
We always start off with a brutal
schedule, and this year was no different. We opened with Indiana,
Louisville, Tennessee and Ke!Jtucky.
All of them are top-20 tear~s .
In order for the team to be ready for
conference play in April, I feel we
have to compete against the best so
we can perform at our highest level
when tournament time arrives.
Three of our wins have been
against OVC teams, and that gives us
a good idea of where we stand in the
league. If we work hard and play
smart on the court, we will have an
excellent chance to compete for the
crown again.
Thanks for letting me share some
facts about the team. r grew up in
Murray and love this University. I'm
proud to be the tennis coach of a
great school and a great program.
Go Racers!

OVC Action

Junior Morgan Hicks was
named the Ohio Valley Conference's Most Valuable Shooter
after her perform.mce in the
conference championships held
Jan. 2.1·26. Murray State placed
second in both air rifle and
small bore to Tt'nnessee Tech.
H icks consistently led the
Racers and the OVC throughout the season. She and teammate Robert Purdy were named
to the All-OVC small-bore and
air-rifle teams.
H icks qualifil'd to compete as
an individual at the NCAA
Championships on March 14-15
at West Point, N.Y. The Murray
State team qualified to compete
in both guns and is ranked fifth
in the nation b~sed on its qualifying scores.

Men's Scores

Fd.24
Mumy State 100
Tennessee State 79
F•b. 21

Tennessee Tech 89
Southeast Mlssourt 73
Eastern Illinois 88
Tennes1ee State 75
Austin Peay 78
Eastern Kentucky 64

lbrdl1
Murray State 80
Tennessee-Martin 59
'

Tennessee Tech 97
Eastern Ullnols 84
Austin Peay 76
Morehead State 64

NABC honors Sing1eton
on All-District team
Senior forward James SingleJenny Hahn/The News
ton was named to the Second·
Murray
S
tate
baseball
players
look
on
as
their
teamma
tes
step
up
to
tb~
pla
te
against Xavier on
Team All-District durin g the
week of Feb. 24 by the National Tuesday. T he 'Breds defeated Xavier 9-3 in M SU's sixth game of the season. Murray S tate curAssociation
of
Basketball rently holds a record of J -4 a nd will begin OVC play in April. The ' Breds will host a doubleheader against Wright State beginning tomor row a t noon, a nd the team will continue its series
Coaches.
With the spot, Singleton is e li· against W r ight S ta te at 1 p.m. Sunday. All three games w ill ht.• held a t J ohnny Reagan Field.
giblc for the NABC Division-1
All-American tt'am. Other
members of the All-District Sec- Eastern lllinub.
Mal'on, Ga., at the Mercer invi- pccurred S:tlurday in Murray
ond Team include Marvin
The mt~n·s team finished fi fth; tational. The Racers earned " St<lte's final regular-season
Stone of Louisville and Marquis host EIU w o n fo r the third-con· third -place finish of seven game against Tennessee-Mar.secutivc year. The women's tc;uns. Mercer University won tin. MSU won 80-69.
Estill of Kentucky.
Singleton had L5 double-dou- team finished seventh . Dt•fcnd- Lhe tournament.
Shumate suffered a broken
ble games this season, averag- ing Champion Tenm:sscl' State
Murray State wns led by finger on his right hand nnd
ing 15.3 points and 10.7 won in the w o men's competi- freshman Kyle Shirley, who underwent :-;urgery Tuesday.
rebounds per game. He was tion.
tied for lOth in the 37-playcr He r~eiwd a medical redshirt
named to the All-OVC Second
Murray State wns led by tournament. Freshman jarni~ last ye.1r after mis~ing all but
Team last season.
junior thrower Brian Knippen. frazier tied for 12th.
four gamt•s with a stomach
The men's basketball team Knippen won the \Vl' ight throw
'fhl• men compded in the virus. Racer Head Coach
won its first-round OVC game with .1 dis tance of 52 feet. 3 1/ 4 University ofT<.'n.ncssee at Mar- Tevester Anderson .5aid ShuTuesday night and will play in inches and finished secund in tin Tournament on Tuesday mate's injury should not affect
the semifinals tonight in shot put with a 56·.5 1/ 4.
and Wednesday and will play his status with the team next
Nashville, Tenn.
Mun"<lY St,1te begins its nut- in the Gulf Coast lnvitationcll season.
door season Mnrch 21 -23 at the Mnrch 14- 15 in Fort Myers, Fla.
Alabama Relays at the UniverTrack and field close
sity of Alabama.
Shumate ends season

indoor season at EIU

Th<> men's and women's
Men's golf places third
trackriand-fjeJd tenms finishl'd
thcir indoor ~t>ason last weeR- at Mercer Invitational -end a t the Ohio ValJey Confer- _
The men's golf tNm op<:>ned
encc Indoor Championships at its spring sec,son Feb. 24-25 in

because of hand injury
Junior forward C h ris Shumate will be unable to compll:'te
his season because of a broken
finger .
Shumate's
injury

Southeast Mlssourt 89
Tennessee State 82

Mardl4
Austin Peay 83
Eastern Kentucky 80
Morehead State 91
Southeast Missourt 84
Tennessee Tech 76
Tennessee-Martin 62

MurrayState74
Eastern Illinois 63

Women's Scores
M11rch 4
Austin Peay 75
Murray State 54

Tennesse-Martln 80
Morebead State 75
Southeast Mlssourt 79
Eastern Illinois 76
Tennessee Tech 67
Eastern Kentucky 65

Sports Briefly is compiled by assistant sport~ editor Amanda Ice.

Alpha Gamma Dena would like to congratulate the
following members for their new offices in Spring 2003:
President
VP Member Development
VP Scholarship
VP Recruitment
VP Operations
VP Finance
VP Campus Relations
Property Coordinator
Personal Development Coordinator
New Member Coordinator
Alumnae Relations Coordinator
Ritual Coordinator
Philanthropy Coordinator
Membership Coordinator
Sisterhood Coordinator
Social Coordinator
Risk Management Coordinator
Publications Coordinator
Public Relations Coordinator
Purchasing Coordinator
Activities Coordinator
Correspondence Coordinator
Special Events Coordinator
lntramurals Coordinator
Telecommunications Coordinator
Recruitment Assistant
Finance Assistant
Membership Assistant
Panhellenic Representatives
Guards

Community Service
Mom's Club

\

Amber Alexander
Jenny Moss
Dana Sinith
Ashley Dunn
Janna Furches
Beth Ann Dunavent
Lizzy Donahower
Maegan Mathis
Christina Clark
Brooke Hanis
Nilli Djasernmi
Landy Syler
Sarah Powell
Sarah Broughton
Kelly Reeves
Jessica Jones
Kelly Willet
Ashley Tidwell
Lindsay Thatcher
Mary Owler
Jamie Shafer
Brittany Sowwell
Lulu Atieh
Casey Cornelison
Valerie Penny
Amy Rogers
Audra Patton
Ashley Gamble
Alicia Mathis
Holly Walker
Janine Perkins
Allison Major
Ashley Major
Michelle Bell
Kelly Riley

KENTUCKY
INTERCOLLEGIATE
PRESS ASSOCIATION
AWARD WINNERS
Ryan Brooks · 1st place, Feature Photograph
Dave Smith · 1st place, Advertising Design
Loree Stark · 1st place, House Ad
Justin Young and David Rothwell - " Professor Hobo",
1st place, Comic Strip
Chris Schweizer - 'Keelhaul", 2nd place, Comic Strip
Tim Siniard - 2nd place, News Story
Erin Richards· 3rd place, Personality Profile
Michael Driver - 2nd place, Review
Chris Jung · 3rd place, Sports Game Story
Justin McGill · Honorable Mention, Sports News Story
Fall 2002 Staff · 3rd place, Overall layout
Justin McGill · 3rd place, Best Special Section

sports
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'Breds snap streak with win over Xavier
McCutchan, Reboot provide pop at the plate;
Ringwald pitches five ·shutout innings in relief
"I could see when he came into the dugoutlhat he wasn't going to let them
scort: again," Thid.e ~id. "He carried the team for six inning.-;."
With their defense under control, the 'Breds begun to concentrate on
offense. In lhe third inning, McCutchan c..loubled down the left-field line:
Rel:x1ut followed with a single.
"(McCutchan und Rebout are) the most dangerous hitters back·to-back in
the conference." Thiekc said.
After a single to center by Geoff Kirksey, .7\1SU garnered an RBI and took
the lead for the ti~t time.
A double by junior shortstop Dan MeA Ieavey in the fourth. followed by a
bad Xavier throw to third. allowed McAieavey to make it all the way home.
Leading Murray in offense was McCutchan with lhree hit~. one RBI and
four runs. Rebout had two hits. two RBis and one run. Also \\ith one hit and
one RBI was junior third baseman John David Thieke, freshman second baseman Ike Bridwell and sophomore lcti tickler Geoff Kirksey. McAJeavey.
freshman outfielder JD. Merritt and sophomore intielder Alex Stewart also
contributed hits.
Thieke said he was pleased with lhe win and his team's perlbrmance.
"We needed someone to stand up and be the difference-maker," Thieke
said. 'That's what (Ringwald) did."

by Daniel Heath
comrihuting

writ~r

At1cr two-consecutive home losses to Illinois State, the Thoroughbred<. (33) lengthened Xavie.r Univen;ity's losing streak Tuesday afternoon atReag.m
Field with a 9-3 win.
Xa\i tr struck lir.;t, loading the base:; on a walk and two hits up the middle.

The .Mu,keteer' s cleanup batter tagged a single into center field. giving
Xavier a 2-0 advantage. Murray':-. detense ended lhe early aggression Y.ith
three-consecutive ouL-;.
'Breds batters answered with a strong inning of tht!ir OY.n. Senior infielder
Ronnie Sects re:tched base atter a Musketeer intielder's miscue. Sects then
stole second to put himself into scoring position.
Senior fir,t baseman Brett Mc.:Cutchan brought Sects home with a hit off
the center-field wall. Junior intielder Matt Rebout then hit a sacrifice tly to
right lield. letting McCutchan tie lhe gam~: 2-2
Xavier managed one single. one walk and one double in the second inning,
taking the lead 3 2. With two runners in \Coring position and one out. sophomore pitcher Craig Kraus !,Tdbbed another out before Head Coach Mike
Thieke ~>\\itched him out. Senior pitcher Cmig RingY.ald took the mound and
ended the inning with a strikeout.
"I was ju_,t thinking about the guys on second and third." Ringwald said. "I
was just trying to keep them from scoring."
Ringwald allowed no runs in the next five innings and had seven strikeouts.
'01ieke said he made the right decision bringing Ringwald into the game.

.

Jenny Hahn/The News

Murray State junior closer Greg Gray pitched the final two
innings in the 'Breds 9-3 win against Xavier on Thesday.
Gray allowed no runs and struck out two in his appearance.

Fresh ...jor

l1~~

10 ...... - "'"

DORITOS XXL

En&J.nes

iifl

Brakes

Driveability
8t Electrical
Dia&nostics

..

All Vorletles

I

KROGER
MILK
COCA·COLA
12 PACK

G.N.RAL MILLS
CEREALS

ORANGE
JUICE

• CINNAMON YOAST (lUNCH t14 -.)
• TRIX 112 OL)

SPRI'f'f!; Regular,

• COCOA PUns (13.75 oa.)
• COliN IClX (1 3 oa)..

Diet ·or· CaHeine Free
( 12 oz. cans)

10°/o Discount for MSU Students
aad
with m .
Rest assured we'll take excellent care of your
automotive maintenance. Our service technicians handle
every task with the utmost care and precision.

(l'loslic Oolon)

KELLOGG'S
CEREALS

• COliN 1'01'$ 115 oa.l
• fiOSTID ..uNI WHIAU (16 oa.)

NABISCO
RITZ CRACKERS
~

iii

VorleotiM

(14.5 to '1 6 oa.)

NABISCO
PREMIUIIIALTINIS
Select.d Varietiet
(11.5 to 16.S oa.)

KROGER
AMERICAN CHEESE
lnciMduolly Wropped Slices

(16oz.pkg.)

SUNSHINE
CHEEZ..IT

w.ct.clv..n.t~M

(13to 16oz.)

ii

BLACK
SEEDLESS
GRAPES

99~.

GERBER

~!!~ !2eDSWi'- ~-~

STAR KIST
CHUNK LIGHT
TUNA
ln0il·or-W(6oz. con)

RAGU
SPAGHETTI2
SAUCE

~.~.,

3

¢

all

~~;~~~i~~~:,.oucH.........
6 to 10 PACK •OR•

TANG POUCH

....
~

lO PACK

KROGER
ULTRA BLEACH
Regular Scent l,;quid
(96 OL btl.)

e

3fot$5

"'"'e...o

I:!

79

¢

KELLOGG'S
POP·TARTS

s.lea.d Varieties
(11 to 14.7 0&. pkg.)

Original -or- Spiral
(S.S to 7.25 oa. pkg.)

PUFFS
FACIAL TISSUE
S.l.c._d Vorietlea
(144 to 216 ct. pkg.)

til tCIOI DTO Cil&l(lllS~I-ITli.IJl

EFFECTIVE MAR

•JIIIC'r,Pii iU•A~fW.41¥l•

MURRAY, KY
I

to

'al Pri(e lUn(h Menu

•

for

$

"'"'e..

1:1

35

Open Mon. - Sat.
11

for

EGGLAND'S BEST
TROPICANA
PURE PREMIUM
LARGE EGGS
GIOCI. 'A'
(do,..n)

•
•
5
$3
I
iii
fot

$5

12.4 o•. can)

Wllhc:o. l 3

KRAFT MACARONI
& CHEESE DINNER ,.,., ...,

OUAN'TTTY AI(,HTS AESEFM;D

IHISAO

(

unique Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches
cajun specials · salads · soups · BBQ

HERSHEY'S
SINGLE
CANDY BARS

li

.!2sA
fot..,

•or• froxen tfOt:URJ'
(half gallon)

"Home of the Special Bean Roll"

for

111

11:1 for
KROGER
DELUXE
ICE CREAM

$3

PILLSBURY
SWEET ROLLS
s.Ject.d v...;..;.,

~-·v

t4oa.jor)

2

3~5

I

.• J • .l
1

fot

a.m.- 12 a.m.

OIANGI JUICI
(96 ox. iutll

BUITONI
STUFFED PASTA
Sel-.1 Va"""ia NUTU
(9o• .plcg.)

·~
IUY 1, Gn 1•••
~n~

-~~

Murr-vegas All stars
....... .-c:... ..

'

we Double ManufactUNP'I ~cent• ow coupon•

3111: . . .

Must be 21 to stay for the band!

EIIERVDAVI
(S•• .TOR. POR D•TAIL.)

r
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Women's basketball bows out_at Peay
staff report
The women's basketball team closed its season
Tuesday night with a loss to Austin Pcay in the lirst
round of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
APSU defeated the Racers 75-54 to remain undefeated in conference play.
Murray State was the No. 8 seed in the tournament
and finished the season with an overnll record of 820, 4-12 in the OVC. The Racers qualified for the
tournament after defeating Eastern Kentucky 71 -68
on Feb. 24.
Austin Pcay, ranked 31st in The Associated Press
poll for this week, dominated the Racers in every
aspect of play ex~.:ept bench ~coring. The win was the
20th-straight win for APSU
Murray State played tough from the tipoff, leading
the Govs at one point in the first half and tying at
another A 13-4 run late in the half gave APSU a 3622 lead going into halftime.

The Govs picked up some momentum and came
out at halftime to score 15 unanswered points. Mur·
ray State was unable to make a run for the win in the
second half.
Austin Peay managed to conrain Murray State's
leading player, senior forward Beth Schnakenberg.
Schnakenberg had nine points tying her season low
for scoring ... and four rebounds. Schnakenlxrg
scored an average of 17.2 points per game for the
season.
However. Schnakenberg was able to pick up a 3point shot to earn the school record for single-season
3 poinc field goals. Schnakenberg made 55 3-point
shots this season and also set a MSU record for 3pomt shots attempted m a single season
Junior guard Megan Fuqua came off the bench to
lead the Racers with II points in her 16 minutes of
play. Freshman post Lon Trumblee tied Schnakenberg·s nine·pnint total and added six rebounds.
Senior guard Khadija Head had eight points and four

assists. Sophomore guard Brittany Park led both
teams in steals with three and had ~tx points .
Austin Peay had four players (Brooke Armistead,
Ashley Haynes, Gerlonda Hardin and Kcra Bergeron) score in double tigures; Fuqua was the only
Murray State player to score more than 10 poims.
Murray State showed improvement in tts freethrow shooting, going 90 9 percent from the line as a
team against Austin Peay. The team':. season average was 67 percent.
Murray State was never able to win more than two
games in a row during the season. Half of the team' s
wins were in nonconference play.
Schnakenberg led the Racers in scoring and
rebounds this season. She and Head were the only
players to play and start in all 28 games. Ht!ad led the
team m assists with 96. She averaged 7.1 points per
game on 40 percent shooting fmm the tielu and leJ
the team in 3-point percentage (38.7). Trumhlee was
the team's leader in blocks with 31 for the .season.

Women's Basketba ll Season Record
North Corolina COOrlotte L61-44 L 52.-47
IUPUI
W70-66 L69-60
Son Iiego Stm
l 59-54 W81·58

But*

W73-59
L58-«
L67
W61·58
l61-SS
L7
L68-58
w7%2
L62-61
l 62-58
L82-69

Eastern IRil OCS
fostem KentUcky
Morehead State
Tennesse&Matin

l7U3
L78-70
L81-57
L69-55
l67-S3
W79-73
W74-76
l81-73
W71~
L52-50
L75-54

Tennmee State
A.lstil !'eat

Tennassee Tech

Southeast Missouri
Eastern lhis
Tennew~e

Stuto

Morehefxf State
E05tem KentiKty

Tennesse&-Mottin
AustinPeoy

MSU rifle team upsets No. 2 ·w est Virginia
by Nick Batts
staff \'\ 'filer

ment.
''I would almost expect us to at least be in the top three," Stone said.
··1 think we detinitely could win the air-riOe competition."
The Racers wiiJ face tough competition, however. particularly No.
l-ranked Alaska~Fairbanks.
"Alaska is so good that sometimes it seems like all the other teams
are competmg for second." Stone said.
Junior Morgan Hicks. recently named Ohio Valley Conference
Shooter of the Year for both small bore and air rifle. Jed the way for
MS U on Saturday. Hicks posted a score of II ~2 out of a possible 1200
in small bore and 394 out of a possible 400 in air rine for an aggregate score of 1587.
"It's a huge ego boost,'' Hicks said. ·•we were thrilled about beating
such a gl)Od team. We shot very well."
Hicks also said winning OVC Shooter or the Year will bolster her
contidence going into the NCAA Tournament.

·

The MUITay State rine team defeated the No. 2-ranked West Vi•
ginia Mountameer' 6231 -6196 in a dual match at MSU' s Pat Spurgtn
Rifle Range on Saturday.
Both schools have a rich history in rine: They are the only cwo
teams to qualify for the NCAA Championships every year since its
inception in 1980.
The mntch was the final tuncup for the. No. 5 -ranked Ra<:ers before
they compete in the NCAA Tournament.
Head Coach Diana Stone said the win has given her team much
momentum heading into the tournament.
"It was a very big win for us and will certainly give us some
momentum going into the NCAi\s·· Stone said.
Stone also said the Racers are expected to do well in the tourna-

"It's nice to be able to accumrlish your goab. an<.l it' s been :1 good
season ... so far.'' Hicks said.
Despite her achievements. Hicks said the NCAA Tournament will
not be a cukewnlk.
"There is a lot of reall} tough competition, and e\ict')'t>nc io; shoot
tng really close st:ores," Hicks :-aid. "I'll JUSt try my hardest.''
Sophomore Rohen Purdy. who joined Hick~ on the OVC AII -Cn11
ferencc team in both small bore and air rille, also posted a s troll'
showing. Purdy fired an 1175 in small bore and n 383 in air rille lur
an aggregate 155H.
Freshman ~lex ct1lbertsun matched PurJy's score in air rifle, ~hot
1176 in -;mall bore and posted an aggregate 155~ . Sophomore Mike
Gardner shot an 1154 in small bo re, and junior Beth House fireJ n 38 ~
in air ritlc to round out the Murray State scoring.
Rinc closes out its season nt the NCAA Champion~hips Mard1 11
I '5 at West Point , N.Y .

Classifieds
FOR

SALE

U\C Pom<.-ran.an Pupplt:S fur sale
$275.00 li!St shot, will be done. 3 males
(2 black wlth IOTit: red & tlnd and
h!Mi<> c:ill 27047+2743 a'ik for )amle.
RHlRO TO CURRENT FASHIONS, COflis.
on,..nr dOihina 'or men, 011 _ 0 &. ch,•.
ft.

.......

•

n"

••

~

"

BUT!DlNG Ml.El:"Rotk Houom p~·
Be:u l"ext Price! lnci'CI3<!. 2Ux24
S2.800 00. 2SxJO 53.800 00. 30"-10
55,10000 ;.Ux44 S6,400.00 35x~

$6,800.00. Many Otht!f'll. I-<J0.66R-542l

Ploneerl:,ince 191!0.
A:\llQl!l! SHOW: Slturday, ~1:uch R,
:!003. 9 um·5 JliT1 :U P.ou~ lbtdin Middle
Schoc_!IJ 192 Collc:ge Street, G~. KY
Ex11 I!C> otT ol 1\S. Anrique., collc<.1ibln,
cr.•flllljlift Item,. For more infomurlon
l70·1l62-43.!1 .i70-369.{iiH&

HOME BASED BUSINESS-Put your
computer to work. Earn up to $1,500
per/month PT. SS G-OO per/monrh FT.
Free lntum•atiOo boOklet Cull 1-800-

31$-7<435 or wwwwork4tself.net
IDEAL \riFfS by FRIENDI.Y ha.~ <l(ldlin~ for~p~ Call ahoul
our Nf.

Profu:un. l>coor,

•

Giful, T~"S. CJ.<;h, ~ ~· 18J()...48g..l875 www.fneoa~ynome c..'Oil'l

tll\.'!1 The laf!!Cst <.'O!'I>iKnn1Cnr/res:lle
OUTDOOR CARF.ERS. lilting FJeld Crew
'lnre in lhe Mkl:;(lUih Titi:: ANSWER,
Fort.'!1lell. BenefitvCo. Truck/Bonuso.
321 Mm1 Sired, lloenton, Ky. (270) 527·
Tough Jot><ireat Company. Must enja)·
I<J78 Opd1 6 days a Q,'C.'(!k I0 am -5
Ph)'liloil 0\lldoor 1a.-ork, pos.\lCS..~ ~
.m
leatJer;ttip ·~·h:lve ,. good driving
I HUYS S20.UOU J.lfiE ltalilliWNC1;,.1Qr- 3 Sprtng11~ ~"With Sf8 ~- ~ >~ild ~
~e J0 tro~vel to voW•
months for thildien, 1-month for adult•.
Ameri .
OUii work I
ns In Kentuek'l' and
. k
1 S tl 1 1•
0
No medk.'nl ex:am Free h\fu l-tWJ0.4i.7·
lliGC~~ ~A~~"1 10~~STP~U~ Mid-t'3.~ Stllres. OSMOSB, INC. Call Toll~
9113 (-'\\.dollatltfe com)
•
•
•
Free for infomutfon. 1-877-67().6731
Y. I'Al.,.OJW OUU:CJ'. WOLFF TANlnfortru~tiOn/RcservarKJns, J~S. EOE M/1'/0'V WW'\V,0611l0:\ot'.com
NING III!I)S l'ayrru:ru:. from $25/Monlh
·i&\9 or 1;\'\\W~vd.com
T£.4,01 IN Fl.ORIOA Auend the FloriFr.;
. ·c \..olor Ctt;ti<>J! Cili l<><tly l-lloo-&12·
da Tcach·ln, June: \6-IA Hyatt Orlan.
UlO www. npetM;~n .com
do. Dl~lfi<1.S .-nd M:hools will lntcrvit:W
COMPlETE DIRECTORY OF Kr\l\'11Xl>T'
rea<·hcr~
Call ll00·832-243'i or
NtT5PAPERS 1.'1 av:libble for S2S from
www.Tcachtnfk¥1da com
Kennlelcy ~ Assod:mon, 101 Con·
Join the ~th'l>.-ood~ ',l;ay and lu\'C
TOBACCO WORKI:RS NEEDED Apnl
l>umc:r l:lnc, fraokf•Jrt, KY 4()6jll. Price
the be$l ~llll\rrer of your life! :xlulh·
lSth. l<l03 to janu;uy .H. 2004. $7.07
IIKiu~ shipplnH and hun<lhnR
wood~. a (o-«1 residential summt·r
fl<'l hqur. Guarnnl<'t't17S% of lhe work·
FR~:F. 2 ROOM DIREClV SYl>11:M INOl J[).
'·3 mp In rlw AdlrondKk Mounuin• of
dJy~ of Ute empluyuwnt period. Trlulq,
lNG N!>TAUA1lON! 3 rmniM f'ret" HBO lie
New York , b M:eking ENTHUSIA!·mC,
.tnil equipment providt.'tl wilhout <'I:N..
<Jincmax.$66 Y.llud A<.-.:e..• l2S+ ch;Jnnel<;t
lunJworkinll, and FU!IOWVtNG roun- Free hOusing rvm:ldcd 10 tho,o;e ltving
st"lor.;; to hdp crenc AN MIA71NG
·--·
l>ijllWI-:(l\•3.Lty p<ctun:lliWod P3.cka(!t.'ll
SUMMER for ;t child. lkncfit, of work•
SPRING BRI'AK!
Sji'J9!1'f\lA Llmll<'ll offer. HllX>-~17
ing :u ~~uthwood., 1ndude Salary
Panama Cur Bead\
1
SI'RIN(; BRI!AKJ
Trove!, Rwm. flwrd. Lrundry a no
tio;mlw.llk fle-o~ch Reson S199
&~ Party Cruise:
much more! For more Info ~e
lndudes 7 NIJiht\ Hotel,
Sffl
WWI~i.SOUl.h"'"OOds.C'Om 01 caiJ 888 4-46 free Panieli!
5 1>4)>, Indo&::> 10 fr<X" Me-.1.6.
wee:~.
24 Hou!ll Free Drink.-!!
f'ree P~rtad & Drink ~peuals!
AVON-Entrcpn:neur wamt.'tl MlLo;t he
Coincun lt jJmaical
Incl. Pon, I.Jtopanure, Holt'! Taxi
willing ru work wh.:ocwr you want,
from $4W
v.-ww.opnn· "'"t:aktravd.com
he your own bos.~. and enjoy unllmil·
wwwsprmghreaktravel.com
.J6i'8-63f!6
ed e<~mlllgs. Let's tllk BliH-942-40'53.
-001}.67R-63H6
1
1

f

beyond the re.:n.rlung area I'.1id tro~n.~
pcxulion and sub&bience ex~~ 10
~'Ofk 'ile to tlO!HOidenl Q,'Ofkefll "'hen
,500V of lhe COOir.Kt Is complelt.'\1. Appl)·
to Dcpattment for F.mploymc-nt Ser·
~. 1000 W. Main Street, Suhe • S.
Georgeto9oon, KY 40324
SU WF.EKLY$S$ Olstnbuung Merchan·
dl5c: on c&y. We SUpPly product. No
rnven!OfY. No expenence retluired.
Clill today for more Info 1-&)0.'5681636 Ext. 4763
WR ARE EXPANDL'I/G OUR SALES
FORCE. We nlftT, A n:ulonaUy :uh·t:r·
tl$t.'\l hc-.r.lth product dl3l is a household
name, fliadoOall)· ~Jwni:;<!d T.v. Leads.
l'i n.11ifumfd le:ad.,; 'NO:"\\fiiekcnds,
Heallh
lnsuQncc,
F..3rn
$800St,m•wcek ~"" Uke KenT dJd He
did· 9 demos x $50 per demo
l:xlse-$450, 3 S--lle:i, 2 Delivef1ClVcom·
m•....,ton eamal•$650. Touling•$1,100.

Sl,l()().ju.'lt hy followinl( our proven sy.y
tem. If you are kxllting for ll carees- oil
24-7 for additional lnform.otion 0 1-'877·

Tra~.

)92-4980

:Ire

I YEAR EXPERIENCE PAYS $37/m•le
for oomp:tny driver and more experl·
ence pays more. OWNP~OPERA ·
TORS S.90/mUc:l M.lke me.~ Ho..-anbnd

Expres:. t..f!00.441-4953
lari<Jexpreo..,.corn

~lww.he3rt·

I>IUVER/OWNER OPERATORS: $2000
Sign-On BonlL~. <'.:tlltoc.lay. SL~rt Mun·
<by! Great FrelR(1l/Milc:s. Mu'-1 h:lve
CDL·A 2ncJ l ).Clt OTR. CaU IJJ0-473~'iSl or awty online www.robc:r<ondnvers.oom.EOE;
('.ATCH YOI I ON llU! FIJI' FLOP.:COl
IS now hinng Cc'lmpany "Owner Opc:f·
ntor< 'Sinldes ,and Tc-.uns •~.oacJ:. with
miles avail3ble Immediately! A'k about
our spoucc-tt:lining program. Call I
fiOO.Ol·ORIVF. wwv• ctidrivc com

Eam $1,000 - $2,000 for JOIII' Student
Group in just J hounl
Collt-ge fundr,mmg mad(• Simple. Safe and Free

Mulbple fundraislng options avaJiable

No carwashes. No raffles

Just success!
Fundraising dates are mling qu•ddy. Get Wllh the programs that world

DRIVER COVENANT 'ffiANSJlORT· IIIr·
ing Expc:rlmced Teams. Solos and

0 'O.SO!os/Teouns 83¢. We
lookln~ ror exp.:rlenced le:lms 10

run prionry di~p~tch C:rll 1-AAIJ..
MORE·PA Y (1~667·3729>
I)El.TA fROCK DRIVING ACADP.MY·I6
Day CDL AND HAZIMAT TRAINING
Free Job.Pbamenr & Refre:shcr Courses. Tr.wtl fOf a Umg. l~r'l
DEI.TAACAOEMY COM ORI\1%.SICrNl>N BONliS Ph.h Top l'ay. Honll! moc;t
Wt."ekend!i, f'l.1tbed ~<.'OCC 11 plu.•.

Meah.lodglng.uansportation. 6 momhs

expent:nee~M

P, 7a-5p. S:ll.ftl·
12p. aoo...441-t27l e-xt. F.1 13S.
ORJVF.R·Wlmt to be-~n.clt onverf
.}5K-42K ht Yo::~r. Cc:t 11 C.OL llccnsc
and a Grc:rtjoh In Jr; 1>:1)'11. C:JII no w!

I-80Q..398-99C)l
Top N;uion~l C:irric'r.l nrc lunng our
w;Wuarc·s. No el(pcrwncc ne<.c~'ary1
team 10 dnvc ;tnd e-.un h1g hutk, plu~

h<.'llc:lit.S. 14l00-607-3545
DRIVERS AT ROEHLA\'eraj!Cd $<16,-4';7
m !002. Gre-.tt Home 11me TClP Benetits and l':ly Cia&. A CDI wuh Ham1.ar
Rt.•qulreu ;:il:honl Gr.~<h•.tt<'.s Wo:l<'untc
AI~>

O /o·,

W\VW rt K:hJ 11Cl

llometime & Miles! 'krmlnal Pay! Call
TODAY for Oeuib. 801}-490-5248.

·-·-·-·-

I.OCAL·Regtonal & l.ong

Open Mon-Sat.

co midnight
Located at 5
Points in the
Old Boulders

Q

Q

®if®~~

If®@(Ql @If®~~ }fQJIJ]}

Imd~Im~~

Tuition Assistance

YOU CAN

make a difference!
1-800-GO-GUARU
•
or

www, 1800GoGuan!.corn
KY Anny
National GuarJ

House Sirt ing
,

non·furry cntterJ in thl'll own
home ennwnmmL

Shawn Maxwell

· Over 3.000 DUOs in stock!
• New arrivals weeklY.
714 N. 12fh Sf. rJCPmaeP~Ca!terl 753·7670
I

Take a One Hour Vacation from
the Winter Blah ·s
Treat yourself or a loved one to a break from the winter blah's. We offer
one hour and 30 minute massage sessions. We also offer Herbal Body
Wraps and Gift Certlflcates are always available. Please call Sheilll, Lesa,
Cllrla or Holly for your appointment.

~~illf -1-/;•o~n

Q

IIDrrdriDik ~IPJ®~d~ll~

llaui/GRI'AT

"'Career Training

*CollegeNo·Tech

WE WILL TEND

ManY of YOur favorite classics It new releases!

10:30 a.m.

.....PART TIME
JOBS WITH BAU
HRS& PAY

FiJos, fortmes, Hsh, Feathered hiewl
a.~ well as nny or her four!)' c•r'

VIdeo !iuper !it:ore

Mon.- sac.

11!'11<

DON'T W ASTI~
TALENT ON

Pet Sitting

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.

C2003 Blockbuster Inc

8

utJ~J

715 s. 12th
Murray
753·1181

Sp ring Break Special!
Deluxe manicur e , p edicure
and AVEDA purescription
treatment $so.

Located inside
Wai-Mart.

E 0 E. t'o77 S6S·7Y89

888-923 -3238 • www.c a mpus fundra ise r.com

1-WR. SALON

~liS

rm COT, Om.1ha, NE

*Part Time Work

Your Tru5tt>d Source for College Fundroising.

DEBBIE & COMPANY

Pay all miles.

ATTEJ•moN IS DAY WL 'ffiAINING

ORIVF.RS; NORTII Americ:m V.•n IJ!le$
ha.< osx-nings in ~L\IIC!, Household
Go11d~ and ~htboJ din'ilt>11S. Manl·
rnum of 6 month~ over th<• n•atltr.atlnr
tr.tiler expcmo~ rc..'qllirt.'tl dt;r.end ' '"
Ot.'Ct. Trnctor program liV.IllaOie 600348-2147 Dept. KY~
DRIVER~
OWNI'R OPERATORS•

.,gl!!lpuS

DRIVERS: Owner Opcr:~tolli, V IR &
Orive111, SmaU Aet1.5 Welcom•:tl. 'i3
Varu & 48. A.ubeds, M•le<~RC·Pn)
loodt:d &. fmpty, l&N Trunspnrutlor
Inc. fi00.663-7U6. l.oulwille, KY
OTR Orlver.s Mlmly Midwl'_,r..'lQ11th
eaW~th No unloading, Nu No..'W
York City. Late MOdel C::C.n•Tnllon:ll
Condos 2 ye;ull OTR with Hazm:•t

767-0045
"Wiiere 'Everyone 'Deserves a
One Jfour 'Vacation.
11

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Countr

___

_,~

...

753 6147
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Assault:

Cause:

Effect:

Crisis center provides counseling

Rasche: 'You've
got a lot of friends'

Jackson expects session
to conclude by Tuesday

From Page 1

From Page 1

From Page 1
Bidwell said when things of
neled on strnight to Public Safety," Wilson ~aid . "lndivaduals this nature occur on college camsaying they saw different people, puses, students often feel unsafe.
''A lot of the student body will
or whatever it may be"
Robertson said the Umvcrstty get freaked out and panacked,"
will release information at appro- Bidwell said. "They're scared
priate Liml!s but is N!ing careful that something like this could
not to impede the investigation.
happen to them."
Bidwell also said the victim of
In the meantime, Robertson
urges students not to get caught a sexual assault or rape needs to
up in rumors that may be circulat- get help first.
ing.
"If they don't want to go to the
" Wait until you get information police, they can call us," she.said.
from press releases that we send "We have what we call thirdout,'' Robertson said. "If (stu- . party reponing. They'll call us.
dents) have questions. or they're and we'll call the cops for t11em.
hearing things that they want to They don't have to give us their
verify, they can certainly contact name."
(Student Affairs), and we will disHowever, Bidwell said counpel any rumors. lt is a tough thing selors at the center do advise that
when something like this happens vtcoms work with the police,
to report it, and we surely don't although it can be dtfficult.
Bidwell said it also is crucial
want someone to have to deal
that the victim go to the hospital
with any rumors."
Anne Bidwell of the Rape Cri- as soon as possible.
s is Center in Paducah said it is
"Even if someone doesn't think .
''good that the University made they've been injured, sometimes
this (incident) so public, so now they have inJunes they can't see,"
s tudents can talk about it and she said. "(If they call us). we'll
know what to do in advance."
go to the hospital with them.

We'll pay for the medical treatment in some cases. We'll be with
(the victim) through that whole
process."
Bidwell said the center provides free and confidential counseling for as long as needed and
also offers the :.ame counseling
for family and friends.
Bidwell said for anyone who
knows someone who has been
raped or sexually assaulted, the
most important thing is to support
those victimized.
"You need to believe them."
she said. "It's no! your job to
decide if someone is at fault.
That's a huge reason only 2 percent of people in America report
rapes. The person (who reported
Saturday's sexual assault) is very
courageous to come forward.
Most people are so afraid of what
everyone else thinks: ·
Bidwell said she encourages
any students or faculty and staff
members who feel they need
counseling or reassurance to
phone the center's 24-hour crisis
line at (800) 928-7273.

Pro Rodeo Equipment,
Nutrena Feed - ers, Western Wear
1842 State Une RD. W.
HWY. 893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
BUS: 270-492-6144
Larry & Lynda Ward
FAX: 270-492-6248
www.stateUnewestemworld.com
Barry Ward

children through Murray Slate and would
work hard to make sure
higher education would
get its fair share of the
bud geL
" I'll do everything I
can to make sure higher
education gets its part
of what we have to
work with," Gray said.
Rasche told students
that current budget priorities have post-secondary
education
behind
kindergarten
through 12th grades and
heallh care.
"You've got a Jot of
friends in the right
place, just no money,"
Rasche said.
The representatives
also took time to hear
students' concerns and
answer questions.
"I thought each (legislator) responded weU;

Nana s Place
1

they took the time to
hear us out, and that
says something about
each of them," Jessica
Reed,
junior
from
Gilbertsville, said. "We
got to speak our voice
on the matter and hopefully get them to reconsider cutting the highereducation budget."
Thompson said she
also fell like the rally
was successful.
"I feel we accomplished our goal; our
voice was heard, and J
think they'll think twice
now before passing the
biB," Thompson said.
"We weren't expecting
immediate response,
but wanted them to start
thinking about things."

Associate editor Ryan
Brooks contributed to
this story.

SPECIALS!

a - t e ea..p.. at
804 Coldwater llea4l
759-SIU

TANNING SSS Fw ~oo MIL
(llti.IMIHN)

PERMS $40 6 Up
HIGHLIGHTS $ZS 6 Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8
WOMEN'S

A loving Oaycare

* 6am-tam

Across from Sirloin
Stockade

* 6-6 Sat. take Drop-Ins

of leadcr~hip in cadi house
plus the chair of the House
and Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committees,
would be appointed.
"They would meet, and
the rule.' allow them to
make any changes: including scrapping the bill
entirely and starting over,
or adding any items that
may, have been previously
agreed upon or dcleung
any items even though
they may have been previously agreed upon," Buckingham said. "In other
words, the 'free' conference committee cnn decide
for the entire body what
will or will not be in the
budget."
Buddnghrun said under
the rules of lhc odd-year,
short session, at least 60
percent of each hody
would have to approve that
budget.

allotted $19.7 million
more for education than
the House of Representative's budg~t proposal,
Jackson said, which would
mean approximately $1.5
million more for Murray
State.
"My hope is that we
leave that $19.5 million
there," he said. "It would
stiiJ mean cuts for Murray
State, as well as other
institutions,
but they
would be much more nominal."
Jackson said the committee is scheduled to
complete work Monday,
although the session could
possibly lastlhrough Tuesday.
Rep. Buddy Buckingham said if the conference
committee cannot agree on
a budget, a "free" conference committee, generally
consisting of five members

Walk-ins Welcome
Call 753-1682

Higher Scope Curriculum
* Large Fenced-in backy~rd {kids safety)
*

Southside Shopping Center • Murray

I

Bring Ad and Waive Registration fee

*Open Late by appointment*

OPEN
Phone:
767·0486

Moo.

No Reasonable Offer Refused!

T"'s, \LCRs, and DVD Players
Playstation I and II available along with a
wide variety of games

10 i.m. to 4 p.m.
' Tues • Thurs.
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
10 a.m. to 8 p.IL

Fax:
753·7993

T~. ••n dl ~IJ>tlll lh>r nt~tuD&r ll>ml~ !h~!¥1~2
The temporary closing of Dutch Essenhaus does not effect us.

LOCALLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE
• Gourmet Salad Mix • Romaine lettuce • Kale • Mustard • and More

Certified Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.
........

'"'"

........

~r;

••

.................

~;

.

TRY OUR CANADIAN
CHEESE SOUP!
Call for your order to go.. ..767-0606
COMB AND DINE WITH OUR ACP CHEF MEMBERS 4;E~~~p

Located across from Bradley &>oks.

-

Other Merchandise On Sale!

Mon. - Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. • Sun. 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
713 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7113
------------

~DBDB'S

---

--

Advertise with The Murray State News!

~-'tA8fru. d(f!JJIM.Ii(~ ...

coupon Spacial
lll Howg, ChiPS & Drlnll
onbr$3.99
1
I 806 Chestnut Slraatln Murrav
1
~ - - - - !2101 ~J-00~_Ex£..~30-02.1
has

cha.ngecl

why

cf/te 'Wi.lJ ~phe.'t.'CIJ. #lft 8

f§:u~~~~vf.~/apbooking

··'\ when you·

llaSI~ 't

It's Tlme
Celebration! Come Join us In all the fun!

.P,~Q,bBS!' BQ.·

unlimited

~1-NWht Pampered PaJama Crop

HE : March 28th with a check-in-time of
5·6 p.m
WHERE: In the Social Hall of the First United
Methodist Church on the corner of 5th
and Maple.
COST: Only $35.00
WHO: For ages 10 and up! An adult must
accompany anyone under 151
WHAr: ·out of town demonstrator for make-it &
take-it demos and demonstrating new
products! ·contests, Prizes. ancf
Surprises! *Dinner, Treats, and Breakfast!
*Two scheduled trips to cJA• CWIU.
~1''-<r.IJ. for fantastic specials on
scrapboOking materials! (In case of
Inclement weather a shuttle will be
erovied) •A licensed Massage Therapist!
The next morning the croppers will have
the chance to shop early bird specials at
if1!.e CWI.IJt:JI,s#piH&""'J at 6:30a.m. "For more
anformation and registration come by cf'lw
CWIU.O'fJpp~j. or call today at 753-0859

.Lar:QHl.Scrapbooking Sale of the Year!
WHEN: March 29th from 10 a.m . to 5 p.m.
WHERE: cJ7a. CWIU. t:ftJP~IJ.
WHAT: Our hottest pnces EVER on scrapbooking
supplies!
Come in and take advantage of our
unadvertised specia l s!

9.·:-,

Hope Harbor Church ...
SAME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.

~ts, ~crylie,
• sllkwtap. ·-~

DIFFERENT SERMONS

Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowing how to improve your home, your work, your life.
DIFFERENT MUSIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awesome God .

designs,

DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other stngles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relationships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.

... a different way to do church.
2771 Highway 94 East- Murray
(270) 753-669~
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